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Murray teams reel off big night

Tuesday, May 10,2016
A note to our readers:

Murray tries for
ninth Playful
City USA title

First, let me begin by thanking you for making us a part of
your day. Second, thank you
for your patience while we
continue to grow.
Over the weekend, many of
you experienced a delay in receiving your Weekend Edition.
For the past couple of years,
we have been making changes at the Murray Ledger and
that has included equipment
upgrades. Some of the older
equipment failed us this past
weekend and our employees
stepped up to the plate with
their "refuse to quit" attitude
and worked through the process to get the paper printed.
We appreciate their effort and
I hope you do as well.
We are continuing to upgrade our equipment with
back up plans in place to minimalize any delay in delivery.
Thanks again for your understanding.

By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledger com
Once a program learns how to
win, it has two choices.
It can be satisfied with where it is
and decide that it has reached its zenith or it can fight to maintain what
it has earned through a long, hard,
climb to the top. And when it comes
to Murray's eight-year streak of being named a Playful City USA,it appears that the ones most responsible
for making the town's case for this
honor are not even close to finished.

0- See PLAYFUL Page 2

Mike Davis, Publisher

At least 1 dead
as tornadoes
hit Plains
By DANIEL C.
HOUSTON
Associated Press
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP)
— Tornadoes swept across portions of the Plains on Monday,
killing an Oklahoma man at the
start of what is expected to be
a period of unsettled weather in
the nation's midsection.
An emergency management
director said a man believed to
be in his upper 70s died when a
tornado hit a home near Wynne0. See TORNADOES Page 5

1/e14e oil dee Day
Be strong and courageous.
Do not be afraid or terrified
because of them, for the
Lord your God goes with
you; he will never leave you
nor forsake you.
Deuteronomy 31:6

Murray Ledger
& Times
Subscriber of
the Day:

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
Ledger & Times Me photo
The lead runner of a large pack reacts as Mike Faihst sprinkles her with light blue
powder during a Color for a Cause 5K in previous years in Murray. It is events such
as this that have helped Murray earn eight straight Playful City USA designations.
To the right, Champions of Play Application Coordinator Pat Harrington is shown
celebrating Murray's eighth Playful City USA recognition, last year; she is hoping No.
9 is days away.

With 6 cases, Ky.
officials promote
Zika awareness

Downtown projects encourage Main Street manager
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledger.com

By ADAM BEAM
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Six people, including at least one pregnant woman, have been
diagnosed with the Zika virus in Kentucky, state
officials say.
All of the confirmed cases got the disease
while traveling abroad to Zika-infected areas. So
far no one has contracted. the virus in Kentucky.
Health and Family Services Secretary Vickie
Yates Brown Glisson warned it is "very possible"
the disease will spread in Kentucky this summer
unless people take precautions.
The Zika virus is rarely fatal. Symptoms include fever, rash, joint pain and red or burning
eyes. But most people who contract the virus,
about 80 percent, never show symptoms. The
real danger is for pregnant women. Infants born
to Zika infected mothers have a high risk for serious defects, including microcephaly, a condition
where the baby's head is smaller than normal.
See ZIKA Page 5

Forgive Deana Wright for being just a little excited these days.
On multiple sides of downtown
Murray, it seems something in
the way of a building renovation
or construction project is either
underway or is in the planning
stages. This is a far cry from how
things were just two years ago
when downtown was in the wake
of three major building issues,
two of which resulted in a total 11
structures being destroyed on or
near the court square.
"We've got it going in the right
direction," said Wright, manager
for Murray Main Street Inc.
One of the new projects will
help fill the gap left by the loss of
three buildings in a July 2014 fire
on the square's west side. That
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
gaping area is about to be filled by With last month's announcement
that Peel & Holland will be returning to its
the return of one of the businesses former location at the intersection of Fifth and Maple streets. the Murray court
square will move closer to being whole once again.
See DOWNTOWN Page 2
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JORDAN FERGUSON / Ledger & Times
The Murray Human Rights Commission recognized Kaitlyn White, a senior
from Murray High School, at their monthly meeting Monday for her winning
essay. White recieved a certificate of recognition and a cash reward of $50
for her essay. The essay contest was a part of the HRC's Human Rights
Awareness Week in April.
•

Human Rights
Commission awards
essay contest winner

New police chief
says he felt called
to help Ferguson

By JORDAN FERGUSON

By JIM SALTER

jferguson@murrayledgercom

Associated Press

The Human Rights Commission
recognized a local student at their Monday meeting as they awarded the first
place winner in their recent essay contest which was a component of Human
Rights Awareness Week in April.
Murray High School senior Kaitlyn
White won first place in the contest
which asked local students to tell the
commission what human rights means
to them. White received a certificate of
recognition from the council as well as
a $50 cash prize.
"As partofour Human Rights Awareness Week, we sponsored an essay

FERGUSON, Mo.(AP) — Ferguson's new
police chief was ready to wrap up a long career with retirement and life as a "beach burn."
Instead, he felt called to help turn around a
department that has come under intense scrutiny since the fatal police shooting of Michael
Brown in 2014.
Delrish Moss, 51, was sworn in Monday as
Ferguson's first permanent black police chief.
just weeks after a federal judge approved the
St. Louis County town's agreement with the
U.S. Department of Justice that seeks to resolve
racial bias in the criminal justice system.
It wasn't supposed to be this way. Moss:
7••• See FERGUSON Page 5

0,- See HUMAN RIGHTS Page 5
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Daily Forecast
Today: A 50 percent
chance of showers and
mainly
thunderstorms,
after 1pm. Mostly cloudy,
with a high near 79. South
wind around 14 mph, with
gusts as high as 21 mph.
Showers
Tonight:
and thunderstorms likely,
mainly before lam. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around
66. South southwest wind
8 to 10 mph. Chance of
precipitation is 60%.
Wednesday: A 30 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Partly sunny, with a high near
83. South southwest wind
.to 10 mph.
8;
Night:
-Wednesday
A 50 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms. Partly cloudy, with
a low around 65. South
southwest wind 5 to 7
mph.

Thursday: A 50 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Partly sunny, with a high near
79. South southwest wind
6 to 9 mph becoming west
in the afternoon.
Thursday Night: A
slight chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Partly
cloudy, with a low around
55. Northwest wind 6 to 8
mph.
Friday: Sunny, with a
high near 73. Northwest
wind 6 to 8 mph.
Friday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around
wind
Northwest
54.
around 6 mph becoming
west southwest after midnight.
Saturday: Mostly sunny, with a high near 68.
North northwest wind 7 to
11 mph.
Night: A
Saturday
slight chance of showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 50. North wind 5
to 9 mph.
Sunday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy,
with a high near 65. East
northeast wind around 6
mph becoming southeast
in the afternoon.

Hardin man arrested Sunday
on domestic disturbance charges
Staff Report
A Hardin man was arrested Sunday on charges related
to an alleged domestic disturbance.
Marshall County Sheriff's
Office Public Information
Officer Trista Lovett said
that Marshall Deputy Cory
Curtner was dispatched to an
address on Thompson Circle near Hardin after a caller
reported a domestic disturbance. Upon contact with
the subject, dispatch confirmed that there was an active warrant on an individual
reportedly at the residence

originating from Calloway
County.
Lovett said Curtner spoke
to the alleged victim who stated that Samuel Tucker,46, of
Hardin had struck her in the
head and tied to a neighbor's
house. Tucker was eventually located and placed under
arrest for his active warrant,
plus an additional charge of
assault in the fourth degree.
domestic violence.
Individuals facing charges
are presumed innocent until
proven guilty in a court of
law. MI

From front
In fact,they are trying for No.
9 this year.
"I'm thinking we'll get it
too," said Pat Harrington, who
has coordinated the application
process on her community's behalf each of the previous eight
times. She is the secretary for the
Community Education Advisory
Council that oversees the Champions of Play group which leads
the application effort.
"This is a big thing for us,
though. We have a lot of people that help us with getting our
information together for the application and I think that shows
that we do have a community-wide effort going into this,"
Harrington added."Plus, it actually has gotten a little easier for
us to apply each year since we
won the first one. Pretty much,
all we've had to do is re-apply,
though the application process
has become quite different these
last two times. Still, it's easier than it was the first time we
tried. On that occasion, it took
three months to get everything
together. Now,it takes about two
weeks, but you've got to have
everything just right and that
takes a bit of time."
Harrington said the application is strengthened every year
by new ideas. This year, she
cited the major renovation now
underway at the Rotary Club
of Murray Amphitheater inside
Central Park, which involves
multiple groups working together to make it happen, which she
said exemplifies the "community-wide" theme the application
features each year.
The KaBOOM! group sponsors this competition annually

and hats Murray as one of only
15 cities in the country - the vast
majority are much larger in population - to have won the Playful City honor eight years in a
row. Another 12 cities have won
it nine times in a row and Harrington said Murray did not enter during the first year this honor was given because, back then,
it was pursuing the now-defunct
Community of Promise award,
also on a national scale.
Before that, she said Murray also competed for and won
a spot as one of the 100 Best
Communities for Young People.
another honor no longer given.
"If we get this nine years in
a row, what does that say about
our community? It's a tremendous honor to earn something
like this," said Sherry Purriom,
interim chair of the Community Education Advisory Council,
who looks fonvard to the community's celebration that recognizes this honor each year in the
fall. "It is amazing to go there
and watch all of these kids come
and just have such a wonderful
time. It's what this award is all
about. It's about people getting
out and playing, but we can't
have it if we don't get the award.
"So we're waiting on pins
and needles to see how this is
going to go this year."
That will be known next
week when KaBOOM releases
its 2016 list. Currently, Murray
leads Kentucky with eight Playful City USA recognitions, with
Pikeville and Williamstown tied
for second with five each. Beaver Dam has earned it twice,
while Henderson and Simpsonville are coming off being recognized for the first time last year.
•
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Ledger & Times tile photo
Polly Gray of Murray prepares to let fly with a ball for Bella,
a Labrador retriever/pit bull mix dog, to chase recently at the
Murray-Calloway County Dog Park inside Central Park. The
park system and its services are a component of the Playful
City USA application.

II DOWNTOWN projects...
From front
affected by that blaze - Peel &
Holland Insurance.
"It was a big one for us to get,
to be sure," Wright said of Peel
& Holland's decision to return
to the comer of Fifth and Maple streets after relocating to a
building along the KY 121 North

door to the building that occupies the Embers/Char Bourbon business that opened a few
weeks ago. Firefighters' efforts
kept that building from becoming a casualty as well.
Meahwhile, about 200 yards
east. Greenspace Properties continues its mission to turn a long-

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & limes
Corey Garrow stands on a step
ladder as he anchors a pole connected to a crowbar that partner
Jason Patton is hammering from
the bottom to drive the crowbar into
a piece of metal flashing Wednesday on an upstairs section of a
building at the intersection of North
Third and Maple streets in downtown Murray. The significance of
this image is that the flashing was
the last remaining attachment for a
sbanted roof that had covered this
area of the building since perhaps
the early 1950s where a balcony
rind once stood. Officials with the
building's new owner - Greenspace Properties - say that the balcOny, which was constructed at
the time at the time the building
was originally produced, 1918. will
return to this part of the building.
Patton and Garrow are with the
Michael Ross Construction firm of
Carlisle County.

Dear Calloway Taxpayer:
Some independent minded Americans are saying a pox on both
of your houses: but if you want a third term for °barna. than
Hillary is your candidate! If you want Obama's destruction of the
coal industry to continue: if you like Obama's proposal to take
some of your gun rights away: if you like Obama's fascist executive orders to continue; if you like the high cost of Obamacare
LI to keep on; then you need to vote for Hillary Clinton and if you It
choose to stay at home in November due to disliking Trump;
that's a vote for Hillary.
Come hear Ky. Rep. Kenny Imes "Report on the 2016 Session of
the KY Legislature" on the 3rd Mon., May 16 at 5:30 p.m. in the
back room of Pagliai's. according to Dan Walker, program chair.
Sponsored by the Concerned Taxpayers of Western Kentucky .

THE PUBLIC IS INVITED

Bypass. "The fact that someone
was willing to commit $1 million to a downtown project was
a nice step up. New construction
is what we need, especially after
a fire like that."
This will be happening next

time accounting office at Third
and Maple into an apartment/
office complex. In a report she
made to the Murray City Council several days ago, Wright
said that project had reached the
sheet-rock stage inside, mean-

ing it is moving along close to
schedule.
She said Monday that a couple of people are expressing interest in becoming residents of
the new complex.
"When they get this done, it's
going to look great, and hopefully we're going to have a lot of
people deciding that they want to
live downtown," she said.
"This also could be the first
work to take advantage of the tax
abatement program we've just
established." said City of Mayor
Jack Rose of a plan the Council
passed that calls for tax moratoriums for five years in which the
renovation of an existing building, including materials and labor,exceeds $25,000.
Councilman Jason Pittman
also told the audience that night
that Greenspace is also connected to the Trends & Treasures
Merchants Mall on Murray's
south side that is helping sponsor
T-shirts promoting the upcoming
Downtown Saturday Market,
which Wright said already has
40 vendors committed, an increase from last year at this time.
"That goes with the idea that,
if they're willing to undertake
(Third and Maple), then they
might be wanting to get involved
with other things on down the
line too. That's a big deal for a
town in western Kentucky," Pittman said.
In addition, the former Region's Bank building at the in-

tersection of Fourth and Main
streets, directly across from
where two buildings collapsed in
February 2014, has new owners.
Wright said new owners Mark
and Valerie Frederick of First
Kentucky Realty told her work
there will result in office space
that will be available for rent.
Also. Wright said there is
nothing new on the renovation
of the W.G. Swann Building
on Poplar Street, other than the
fact that the new owners of the
property - Black Pearl Properties, based in Murray - are hard
at work in the design phase.
The building at 1 I 1 Poplar St.
was added to the United States
Department of the Interior's National Register of Historic Places
last year.
"I'm hoping to see what they
have planned on that soon, but
there are multiple scenarios that
this project could have before the
final design is in place," she said.
"I've seen it with other projects
where someone looks at what
they have, then decides that they
don't like it and wants to change
things and keeps doing that until.
in their minds,they get it right."
The Swann building accounts
for 56.000 square feet of space
and once served as a tobacco
warehouse. Project manager Joe
Darnall earlier stated that plans
are to create 20,000 square feet
in lofted apartments. IN
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CCHS STUDENTS TO ATTEND GSP AND GSA: Seven students were selected from Calloway County High School to attend Governor's Scholars Program and Governor's School
for the Arts for 2016. Randy McCallon, principal of CCHS, is pictured with, from left, Claire
Umstead, Zach Martin, Jack Hanes, Cole Emerson, Megan Greer, all selected to attend Governor's Scholars Program and Jake Hunter, selected for the Governor's School for the Arts.
Brianna Madden, selected to attend GSP, is not pictured.
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EDUCATION

JORDAN FERGUSON/ Ledger & Times

STUDENT WINS NEW SMILE: North Elementary School fourth grade student Kaylie
Baldwin was the winner of an essay contest held by Brad Miller Orthodontics recently.
Baldwin won a free set of braces, valued at $5,000, for her essay which was completed in
Mrs. Becki Reed's Gifted and Talented class--the topic of the essay contest was "How to be
a good friend." This is the 11th year Miller has held the competition and in that time seven of
the winners have been from North Elementary. Pictured, from left, are mother Dana Baldwin,
GT teacher Becki Reed, essay winner Kaylie Baldwin, Dr. Brad Miller and father Ronnie
Baldwin.

Linda Arakelyan, a Murray High School Varsity Soccer and Track and Field team member, was
named an All-Resilient Team recipient. Powered by the Kentucky National Guard,the All-Resilient
award celebrates high school male and female student-athletes who overcome adversity on their path
to success. The adversity could be in the form of an injury, disability, difficult family or health circumstance,or any other obstacle that might derail someone lacking resilience.
Arakelyan Was nominated by Teresa Speed, Murray High School principal and joined the team of
25 male and female student-athletes chosen for the All-Resilient Team from Kentucky high schools
throughout the state. The team was honored at the recent Kentucky high school's athletic director's
annual meeting.
In Arakelyan's nomination letter, Speed explained the extenuating circumstances that have reflected
Arakelyan's resilience after completing her soccer season despite being diagnosed in August with a
non-cancer brain cavernoma. The cavernoma was severe enough to cause bleeding in the brain, headaches. vomiting, seizures, loss of consciousness and other neurological problems. After brain surgery
at Le Bonhuer Children's Hospital in Memphis,Tenn., at the end of August,she returned to school
Sept. 7 with staples in her head and a great attitude.
After slowly stepping back with the team and practicing, she was released in time to play at the All
A State Tournament in Frankfort. Currently, she is participating with the MHS 2016 Track and Field
team,competing in the 100 meter dash, 200 meter dash,four by one and four by two competitions for
the state title.
"She exemplifies what it means to spring back into shape after recovering from brain surgery and
continuing on despite this obstacle," Speed said of Arakelyan's resilience.
Arakelyn is the daughter of Narine Badasyan and Scott Pickens of Murray.•
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Pictured are, from left, Heath Walls, MHS assistant principal, Linda Arakelyan, 2016 All
Resilient•Team member, and Teresa Speed, MHS principal
Special to the Ledger

• JORDAN FERGUSON/ Ledger & Times

CCHS STUDENT WINS DESIGN CONTEST: Calloway County High School Junior Chaney
Hill was the winner of a recent infographic design contest put on by Four Rivers Behavioral
Health. The poster Hill completed was an assignment in CCHS teacher John Williams'
class in which students used the Corel Draw program to design an infographic on the myths
of marijuana. Hill is pictured recieving a $300 check from Samantha Powell (left) of Four
Rivers Behavioral Health with teacher John Williams.
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Count

DISCOVERY PARK:
CCMS seventh grade
students were recently
selected to participate in a field trip to
the Discovery Park
of America located in
Union City, Tennessee.
Students were invited
due to their interest
in the field of health
care based on his/her
completed Individual
Learning Plan (ILP) and
their good standing in
the Behavior Points system. Pictured, from left,
are Elle Carson, Lexan
Roberts, Kaitlyn Price,
Kylie Stallings, Ainsley
Smith and Hastings
Birdsong
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5K Run/Walk to be held
Be the Change 5K Run/Walk will be held
Saturday. May 21 at 8 a.m. at Chestnut Park. A
portion of the proceeds will go to the West Kentucky Mental Health Counselors Association to
help keep professionals trained and up-to-date
on the best ways to help and serve our community. Participants are encouraged to place their
handprint on an art piece at the race finish line.
Martha
Race day registration will be at 7 a.m. at a cost of
Finney Andrus $30. For more information,call 270-761-5804.

Murray State University's Outstanding
Seniors announced at Senior Breakfast

Special to the Ledger
The Outstanding Seniors for the May 2016 commencement were
honored at the Murray State University Senior Breakfast in the Curris Center Ballroom on May 5. Landon Gibbs and Madison Embry
were selected for the honor.
"Both of these individuals are very deserving," said Don Robertson vice president for Student Affairs. "They represent Murray
State very well, they excel in the classroom as well as in leadership
pbsitions and they've taken advantage of all that Murray State has
Community editor
to offer."
center
Dance to be at senior
A committee of faculty, staff and students choose the -recipients.
The Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center will present They look for well-rounded students who are great representatives
the Murray Community Dance on Saturday, May 14 from 6-9 p.m. of the University and who characterize the ideal Murray State gradJohnny B will play and all age adults are invited to attend,Admis- uate,from engaging in mature, independent and creative thought to
sion is $5 per person and refreshments will be available.
mastering a chosen field of study.
Gibbs,of Washington Court House,Ohio, will receive a bachelor
Library board to meet
of science degree in agriculture with an emphasis in horticulture/
The Calloway County Public Library Board of Trustees will meet agronomy, along with a minor in photography. He currently has a
3.94 cumulative grade point average on a 4.0 scale.
Wednesday, May 11 at 4:30 p.m. at CCPL.
"Murray State has helped me become an outstanding senior by
providing me with a community containing many supportive and
Line dance class to be held
A line dance class will be held every Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. at hard-working professors, friends and faculty members. They have
the American Legion Hall. Class fee is $5. For more information, instructed me, inspired me and aided me in getting to this point,"
call Donna at 731-445-0080 or show up for the class. Everyone is said Gibbs.
. A resident of Lee Clark Residential College and a member of
welcome.
Honors College, Gibbs has showcased leadership on campus in a
number of ways. He is a recipient of the Murray State Presidential
Photo provided
CCHS accepting nominations for SBDM
Fellowship, served as president of the MSU Horticulture Club, preCalloway County High School is accepting parent nominations sented at various conferences and panels and has made the Dean's Murray State University Outstanding Seniors for the May
for the 2016-2017 CCHS Site-Based Decision-Making Council List for seven semesters.
2016 commencement are Landon Gibbs and Madison Embry
which includes parents/guardians of students presently in grades
Gibbs is thankful for the many invaluable opportunities he has
additional scholarships as well as the Hamil8-11. Turn in names of nominees to Andrea Robertson in the high received at Murray State."Working in the horticulture program has then, she has received
ton/Ernst & Young Fund for Excellence in Accounting. Her leaderschool front office no later than 3:30 p.m. Monday, May 16.
provided me with•incredible hands-on experience and some of the ship responsibilities have included serving as chaplain and finance
greatest friends I've made here on campus," he said. "The Honors
assistant officer of Alpha Delta Pi, Community Group Leader at
College has also been a wonderful community of friends and faculMWC Zeta Dept. will meet
Baptist Campus Ministry and a first-year leader for the MSU DiThe Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet ty."
vision of Student Affairs. She was a member of Clark College and
Through Murray State's study abroad program,Gibbs also studied
Thursday, May 12 at 11:30 a.m. at Tom's Grille. Officers will be
Honors College from 2012 to 2014 and most recently was selected
in London in December 2013 and January 2014.
installed.
as the Outstanding Senior in Accounting through the Department of
His work experience includes horticulture-related internships at
Accounting.
University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension, Spectrum Anathe
Sununer in the Park to be offered
Her community involvement includes tutoring for business stuGarBotanical
Cleveland
The Summer in the Park program will be offered from May 31 lytic, where he worked in a soil lab, and
dents and volunteer work at the Ronald McDonald House, First
a student photographer in the
through July 15 at the Bailey Pavilion in Central Park for all chil- den. In addition, he has worked as
Baptist Church, Need Line and The Way Youth Center. She has also
Communication at Murray
and
Marketing
Branding.
of
department
dren through age 18. Children under nine must be accompanied by
provided income tax assistance for Murray community members.
State.
There
only.
noon
until
a.m.
11
from
served
be
"Honestly, the accomplishments I value the most aren't personal
will
Lunch
adult.
an
After graduation, Gibbs will be pursuing an advanced degree in accomplishments, but the projects that aided in giving back to the
will be educational programs from noon until 1 p.m. For more inforthe Master of Science program in Integrated Plant and Soil Sciences Murray community in some way,shape or form," said Embry."Murmation,contact Michelle Hansen at 270-762-7333; Ginny Harper at
at the University of Kentucky. He has received a research assistant- ray, the university and community, has provided and supported me
270-293-1558 or Morgan Carman at 270-759-9592.
ship and will begin work with the Plant and Soil Science Departimmensely during my time here. Being able to reciprocate the love
ment.
and support shown to me is definitely what I value most."
MWC Music Dept. to hold fundraiser
Madison Embry, of Morgantown, will receive a bachelor of sciEmbry has held internship positions at BKD and Raptor PetroThe Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will hold its ence degree in accounting this spring. She currently has a 3.97 cuand has worked as a cashier for Murray State University Dinleum
annual fundraiser for scholarships on Thursday, May 12 at 6 p.m. mulative grade point average on a 4.0 scale.
Once she receives her degree, she plans to obtain her
Services.
ing
at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse. This year's theme is "Through
"The reason I chose Murray State was because I felt like a student CPA license and pursue a tax career at a public accounting firm.
the Decades." Patrons will be treated to a meal served by members and not a number. The relationships I've made throughout my time
All graduating students as well as retired faculty and staff were
of the department followed by entertainment by the Music Depart- here have motivated me to always pursue my best and to hold me ac- honored at the Senior Breakfast. During the event,.br. Robertson
ment Chorus and guest entertainers, Water Horse. Tickets are $10 countable to my potential. Murray State has unlimited opportunities thanked the graduates for all of their contributions and recognized
and may be purchased from Bobbie Weatherly at 270-759-4578 for for students to become involved on campus," said Embry.
the Student Government Association's efforts over the past year. In
Embry began her college career at Murray State University afdelivery or -will call." Seating is limited.
addition, Mike Young, associate vice president for Student Affairs,
ter receiving the Governor's Scholar full tuition scholarship. Since
presented awards for the Who's Who Among Students in American
CCHS SBDM Council will meet
Universities and Colleges.
The Calloway County High School Site-Based Decision-Making
Dr. Robert Valentine, senior lecturer in the Department of JourCouncil will meet at 3:30 p.m. Wednesday, May 11 in the Media
nalism and Mass Communications in the Arthur J. Bauernfeind ColCenter.
lege of Business, received the Max G. Carman Outstanding Teacher
award.
Embry and Gibbs will speak at Murray State's May 2016 comBlood drive opportunity
serving in that role, to partici- mencement ceremony, which will be held at 10 a.m. on Saturday,
to the Ledger
The South Marshall Fire Department Auxiliary will host a Red Special
Dr. Larry Allen, assistant pro- pate in this trip in the future."
May 14 in the CFSB Center. More information about commenceCross Blood Drive at the Aurora Ross Fire Station on Wednesday,
Other participants described ment, along with stories on some of Murray State's graduating seState UniMurray
with
fessor
270at
Brenda
May 11 from 2-7 p.m. For more information,contact
versity's College of Education specific aspects that made the niors, can be found at murraystate.eduJcommencement.
205-2348.
and Human Services, recently event so unique and benefibrought together a group of cial. Leonard Whalen, superMWC Delta Dept. meeting planned
educators from across the re- intendent of Dawson Springs
The Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet gion to meet with key leaders Independent Schools, expressed
Wednesday, May 11 at 11 a.m. at the Senior Citizens Center for at the Kentucky Department of that "the smaller venue with
lunch and a tour. The hostess is Cathy Mathis
Education in Frankfort. Allen the overview, Q&A, and genexplained that this event was eral discussion is what made it
held "in an effort to better equip great."
Legion officers giving help
"The ability to ask questions
Bill Cowan and Mark Kennedy,service officers of American Le- current and former students as
and have discussions in an intigion Post No.73, will be available each Wednesday from 1-4 p.m. to school superintendents".
According to staff members mate, face-to-face scenario was
assist veterans and their families who need to file VA claims at 310
& Gifts
Bee Creek Drive. No appointment is necessary and all are served on at the Department of Education, invaluable," said Martin Cline
HWY.641 N. • MURRAY 01
a first-come basis. For information call, Kennedy at 270-752-3333. Murray State is the first univer- Jr., director of Secondary In(270) 753-1725
sity in Kentucky to organize a struction for Hopkins County
WWW.rollingh.com
was
which
Schools.
session such as this,
ALS Support Group to meet
Murray State University's
for current or former students
The Murray ALS Support Group will meet Thursday, May 12 at
superinten- College of Education and HuState
Murray
the
in
6 p.m. in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital board room. The
dent preparation program. Only man Services is thoroughly
members will be guest speakers. For questions,call Mitzi Cathey at Murray State service area school pleased with the outcome of this
* Tea Roses
* Dwarf Lilac
270-293-1748.
districts were involved in this event and grateful for Dr. Larry
* Fruit Trees
* Ninebark
event. Several participants ex- Allen's initiative in providing
National Astronomy Day planned
pressed their gratitude for the the necessary arrangements. An* Winter Hone suckle * Hosta
West Kentucky Amateur Astronomers will host a National As- event as well as a desire for con- other key individual involved
tronomy Day Saturday. May 14 from noon - 4 p.m. at the Golden tinued networking at this level.
with the event included Jody
Pond Planetarium and Observatory at Land Between the Lakes. VisOn the day of the event, each Smith, executive secretary/
itors can enjoy a free,full-dome,digital surround sound planetarium presenter was given 30 minutes scheduler with the Office of the
shows at 10 a.m. and every hour thereafter until 4 p.m. A star party to explain their position and Commissioner at the Kentucky
will take place after dark at the observatory located just beyond the provide a brief understanding of Department of Education. With
their respective organization's the success of this first meetvisitor center, if weather permits.
duties. Some of the Frankfort and-greet style gathering, such
Open
present included Ste- events will hopefully occur
leaders
Monday-Saturday 9-5
Thucsday
meet
to
6291
Post
VFW
Sunday 1-5
future. II
VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting Thursday, May 12 phen Pruitt, Kentucky Educa- more regularly in the
ShelTom
Commissioner;
tion
call
information
more
at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory. For
ton. executive director of the
Flenoy Barrow at 270-978-1052.
Kentucky Association of School
Superintendents; Wayne Young,
Ladies Auxiliary VFW meeting to be held executive director of the KenLadies VFW Post 6291 will bold its monthly meeting Thursday, tucky Association of School
May 12 at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory. An informal meet- Administrators; and John Fields.
ing with the VFW Post 6291 will be at 6:30 p.m. For more informa- certification division director
tion, call Loretta Barrow at 270-489-2436.
REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS
for the Education Professional
Standards Board,among several
others.
Kentucky Lake Flotilla will meet
Casey Allen, superintendent
The U. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary's Kentucky Lake Flotilla will
105 North 6th Street, Murray
meet Thursday, May 12, at 6:30 p.m., at the Caring and Sharing of Ballard County Schools, deThis amazing office building boasts almost 4,500
Building behind and to the left of Glendale Road Church of Christ. scribed the event by saying,
sq.ft., eight offices, board room, private second story
Meetings are open to the public and interested boaters are invited to "Though I have been a superinoffice suite, and a spacious foyer and reception area!
attend. Prior to the meeting,those interested are invited to eat at Sir- tendent for the last four years,
opportunian
me
gave
trip
this
The
property is zoned 0-3(Central Business) and is
Husfield,
Bill
call
information,
more
For
p.m.
loin Stockade at 5:30
located in the Historical Overlay District near
flotilla Commander at 270-354-9966, or Beale Canon at 270-753- ty to do something I had never
done before: meet face-to-face
downtown Murray. This building has so much
4934.
with many of the education
character and numerous updates have been
property
See this
leaders both in Frankfort and
Cemetery donations needed
performed over the put years. With multiple layout
and many more at
options this building could offer single or
The New Providence Cemetery is in need of donations for mow- specifically in the Tower...all in
multi-tenancy. This building will not last long at this
ing and resetting fallen stones. Mail donations to New Providence one visit." Allen said,"1 would
price! MIS #83043 $229,900
Cemetery Fund, do Clara Stubblefield, trustee, 901 Shoemaker encourage anyone aspiring to be
11233A
a superintendent, or currently
Road, Murray, KY 42071.

MSU faculty introduces
regional educators to leaders
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Jeannetta F. Washer,67, of Murray, Kentucky,
died at 11:55 a.m. Sunday, May 8,2016 at her residence.
She was born July 4, 1948 in Calloway County,
Kentucky, to Jessie D. Parrish and Ruby Levine
Hill Parrish.
Mrs. Washer is survived by her husband,Erwin
F."Erv" Washer; a son, Jimmy Barnett of Murray;
four daughters, Tammy Madrigal, Bridgett Rene
Washer, Brenda Washer and Belinda Washer, all
of Murray; a sister, Josey Sales of Alabama; two
Washer
brothers, Billy Joe Parrish of Tennessee and Larry
Parrish of Oklahoma; six grandchildren and four great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be at 3 p.m Wednesday, May 11, 2016 at
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home with Brett Miles and Kerry
Lambert officiating. Burial will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery. Visitation will be from 4-8 p.m. Tuesday, May 10, 2016 at the funeral
home.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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spent his entire 32-year career in
Miami, where he grew up.
"My plan was to retire in
September and actually spend a
lot of time just hanging out on
the beach, be a beach bum, because I've had responsibility all
my life," Moss said in an interview with The Associated Press.
"But there was something about
Ferguson that sort of harkened
back to the days in Miami when
I was a kid living in a riot-torn
neighborhood and when I was
a young police officer dealing
with civil unrest.
"There was something that
called to me and said, You
have to get up. You can't sit on
the couch. You've got to get out
there and offer your perspective," Moss said. •
Moss was selected as the new
chief in March from among 54
applicants.
Brown's death on Aug. 9,
2014, at the hands of officer
Darren Wilson thrust the otherwise non-descript suburb into
the spotlight and was a catalyst for the'Black Lives Matter
movement. The black 18-yearold was unarmed when the white
officer fatally shot him. Wilson
told a St. Louis County grand
jury that Brown, 6-foot-5 and
nearly 300 pounds, was moving
menacingly toward him.
The grand jury and the U.S.
Department of Justice cleared
Wilson of wrongdoing, and he
resigned in November 2014. But
the shooting prompted months
of protests. The unrest shed
light on the strained relationship between black residents in
Ferguson and the mostly-white
police force. About two-thirds
of Ferguson's 20,000 residents
are black.
In March 2015, the Justice
Department released a report
critical of Ferguson police for
racial bias and profiling, and a
municipal court that generated profits off of court fines and
legal fees. Within days of the
report, Ferguson's city manager, municipal judge and Police
Chief Tom Jackson resigned.
Andre Anderson,a black police veteran from Glendale, Arizona,took over as six-month interim chief in July, but left early
on Dec. 2.
Moss grew up in Miami's
inner-city Overtown neighbor-

hood, where a friend was killed
by police. Around the age of 14,
Moss was thrown against a wall
and frisked by an officer for no
apparent reason. About a year
later, another officer pulled up
and used a racial slur. He was a
teenager when rioting broke out
in 1980 after white police officers fatally beat a black motorcyclist.
Still, he decided to become a
police officer and joined the Miami force in 1984.
"I've been on the receiving
end of police officers hurling racial slurs at you." Moss said. "I
understand how it feels."
In Miami, Moss rose through
the ranks working in different
departments, including homicide. He was named public information officer 20 years ago,
and was promoted to the position of major in 2011.
Ferguson City
Manager
De'Carlon Seewood said Moss
was a perfect fit for the job.
"He knows how to talk to
citizens, talk to the press, and
get them informed about changes," Seewood said."We haven't
done a good job of talking about
the reforms that are being put in
place."
Ferguson officials have already made several changes
since the shooting, including
municipal court reforms aimed
at lessening the financial burden of those accused of mostly
minor crimes. Change in leadership was evident at Moss'
swearing-in ceremony: The municipal judge who administered
the oath is black, as is the new
city manager and three members
who have joined the city council
since April 2015.
Some residents said they
were anxious to see what Moss
brings.
"I don't think the race matters," said David Evans, a
74-year-old black Ferguson resident who attended the swearing-in ceremony. "It's about
doing the right thing. Being fair
and equal is what it's all about."
Moss, speaking at the ceremony,made it clear to officers in
his department: Those who step
out of line will be dealt harshly.
"The police profession has
been assailed because people
have decided there's no longer
nobility in police work," Moss
said. He said it is the job of police to earn the respect of the

Blackford

Joseph A. Blackford,86,of Murray, Kentucky,
died Saturday, May 7, 2016 at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He was born Nov. 25, 1929 in Auburn, Kentucky,to Ed Blackford and Rosa Rager Blackford
He was a supervisor at Ryan Milk Company, a
self-employed carpenter and a member of Poplar
Spring Baptist Church.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in
death by one daughter, Sherry Lynn Harmon; one
sister, Louise Richardson; one brother, Ernest
Blackford and one granddaughter, Emily Black-

ford.
Mr. Blackford is survived by his wife, Monette B. Blackford;
three daughters, Rebecca Wright and husband Dan of Murray, Lisa
Cox and husband Billy of Murray and Robyn Looper and husband
Chad of Mayfield; one son, Wayne Blackford and wife Susan of
Murray;one brother,Eugene Blackford and wife Pat of Russellville;
12 grandchildren and five great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be at 11 a.m. Tuesday, May 10,2016 at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Rob !son officiating. Entombment will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation was from
5-8 p.m. Monday, May 9,2016 at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Hospice House Building Fund, 803 Poplar St.,
Murray,KY 42071
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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Robert Eugene 'Bobby'Addison,57
A graveside service will be at 11 a.m. Tuesday. May 10. 2016
at New Concord Cemetery.
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barns. The Oklahoma Highway
Patrol closed Interstate 35 near
wood, south of Oklahoma City.
Wynnewood for 15 minutes
The storm was considered so
Monday so the storm could pass,
violent that forecasters declared
temporarily shutting down the
a "tornado emergency" for comprimary route between Oklahomunities in the twister's path.
ma City and Dallas.
"You are in a life-threatening
Garvin County Emergensituation," forecasters declared
cy Management Director Bud
while warning the communities
Ramming said early Monday
of Roff, population 725, and
evening that the fatality was the
Hickory, population 71."Flying
only known injury reported- to
debris will be deadly to those
his office.
caught without shelter."
Television images showed
The Storm Prediction Cenhomes destroyed, multiple overter in Norman, Oklahoma, had
turned vehicles and trees torn
warned that a "substantial torlimb to limb. A roof lay near a
nado risk" could develop in
hay barn after the first tornado
portions of the Southern Plains
reports.
and Ozarks late Monday, and
Meteorologists said twisters
that other storms could produce
of
people
with wind speeds above Ill
recognize.
I
was
really
From front
intrigued by the question and the twisters as far north as Nebraska mph were possible from eastern
and Iowa.
competition asking high school opportunity."
Oklahoma to central Arkansas.
The bad weather should setIn
addition to awarding the
students to write an essay on
Hail 2 inches or more in diametle
in
the
Ohio
and
Tennessee
what they envisioned human essay contest winner, the comter is possible from eastern Texrights to be, what it is to them mission worked through pro- valleys on Tuesday, forecasters as to southeastern Kansas.
and what it means in their com- posals for items concerning the • said,while another storm system
About 41 million people
munity," said commission mem- commission's signature event to should bring bad weather to the
from Houston to Sioux City,
ber Jessica Evans. "I am happy be held in October.
area from north Texas to near St.
Iowa, were at risk for some type
One item was a proposed Louis on Wednesday.
to say that we have our winner
of stormy weather.
budget allocating estimated
here today."
Monday's series of violent
While the threat was less farWhite plans to begin study- costs for expenditures for event thunderstorms dropped tornaing journalism with a minor in essentials such as venue ex- does near Oklahoma City and ther north, forecasters issued a
tornado warning for a storm near
education next fall at the Uni- penses, catering, promotion and
in the rolling hills south of the
Lincoln, Nebraska.•
versity of Kentucky where she programming. The budget also
was awarded a presidential proposed various sponsorship city,destroying some homes and
scholarship. The essay competi- packages tiered in levels offertion was brought to her attention ing different features for their
price. Levels with a higher price
by her journalism teacher.
"I didn't even know we had offer more amenities such as the
"We are counting on you,so
a human rights commission," opportunity to host a informa- From front
please take this advice seriousWhite said. "My journalism tional/promotional table during
Zika can be transmitted ly," she said."As with all pubteacher forwarded me the email the event, prominent recognisexually,
but it is primarily lic health issues, the best form
he received about the essay tion on the event material with
competition. So I read it and I an 18x24 advertisement,a name spread through mosquito bites. of protection is prevention, not
thought about the question for a tag for the event and mention on On Monday, state officials clean up."
outlined their plan to combat
week before I sat down to write all event materials.
Kentucky is home to 59
The commission also looked the virus, including extensive
it."
species of mosquitoes, accordWhite said that when she did at award proposals for individ- monitoring of infants born
sit down to write her essay she uals throughout the community to Zika infected mothers and ing to Grayson Brown,director
told herself she was going to who have exemplified character- assembling mosquito "strike of the Public Health and Entowrite it not because she wanted istics of those who work to fos- teams" ready to deploy in ar- mology Laboratory at the University of Kentucky. Of those,
to win or cared about the prize. ter an understanding of human
eas seeing an outbreak.
only five species have been
Rather, she said she wanted to rights or promote a more diverse
But officials spent most of identified as potential carriers
write about this topic because and inclusive community. Four
the question was one she real- initial awards were proposed in Monday's briefing making of the Zika virus. Of those,
ly enjoyed and was a question the areas of education, public sure people are aware of the just one species - the aedes
she felt young people should be service, community activism virus and what they can do to aegypti - has been confirmed
and business.
prevent it. They urged people as a Zika carrier.•Brown
asked more often.
said
After discussion another to avoid traveling to Zika in"I tried to take a very studious
that
mosquito
is
rare
in
Kenapproach to [writing the essay] award category was suggested fected areas, including South
and that didn't work for me at in the area of faith-based com- and Central America and the tucky - about 1 out of every
first, the first couple drafts were munities in Murray and Callo- Caribbean. And they said Ken- 5,000 mosquitoes caught in In
the state.
really bad," she said."Then I de- way County to acknowledge tuckians
should do whatever
The mosquito threat is
cided to write exactly how I felt those religious and faith-based
groups who promote human they can to eliminate mosqui- so important state officials
about the topic.
"What I think is important for rights. In addition, the commis- toes, including getting rid of have launched a public health
us to acknowledge as humans sion decided to create two sep- any standing water where mos- campaign called "Fight the
is that we are all on this Earth arate categories in the business quitoes can breed and to treat Bite Day and Night." They
together," she said. "Every per- arena for larger businesses and hedges, shrubs and tall grass even have a mascot, a person
son you see is living a life just small businesses with employ- to eliminate places for mosquiwearing a mosquito costume
as you are living your own and ees fewer than 50.•
toes to rest.
dubbed "Marty Mosquitd."
that is something that not a lot
Dr. Ardis Hoven, an in- The insect has its own account
fectious disease specialist on Instagram, where it is idenwith the Department of Pub- tified as a "creepy human-sized
lic Health, specifically asked mosquito."•
pregnant women not to travel
to the Olympics this summer
in Brazil.
Cimrit‘
Wc•tem kentit(i.\, 1ItpCI wnipit;(
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1° STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones lod.Avg........17705.91 34.72
Air Products.--.--.142.57 - 2.00
Apple.............
92.79 + 0.07
AT&T,lac.....----.„-- 38.88 - 0.12
BB&T
33.73.019
Bank of America ..----..13.99 - 0.12
Briggs & Stratton-.---.21.70 + 035
Bristol Myers Squibb 7133 + 0.11
- 2.57
Caterpillar
-.10036
- Ise
Chevron Texaco Corp
Yahoo ......._...------.37.18 - 0.05
Dean Foods ----.---.1811 +0.14
Exxon-Mobil -----.8857 + 0.06
Ford Motor Co
1331 - 0.13
29,89 - 0.23
General Electric
4236 + 043
Glaxo Smith Kline
679.75 + 5.80
Amazon
Goodyear Tire & Robber _28.18 .0.01

Prices as or ,;011
on %las 9.2016

HopFed Bine
11.18 + OAS
I B M ......
147A0 + 0.11
Intel
29.80- 0.24
Kroger
3585 + 130
Mattel
-.31.02 + 0.25
McDoulds---.---- 13085 + 0.27
Merck -54.12 + 0.52
Microsoft ..... .....
50.07 032
JCPenney
8.44 + 0.18
105.25 + 119
Pepsico,
Pfizer,Im.-____...--.- 33.84 + 0.26
Regions Financial ........_9.05 - 0.03
Sears Holding Corp -.13.68 + 0.20
74.17 -0.72
Time Warier
US Baocorp--___._._.- 41-55 - 013
.... 138.47 + 1,22
Anthem .......
Wal-Mart
68.96 + 0.71

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants(L-R).
Ron Arant Heath Scott
1712 St RI 121N Suite D I Murray, KY 42071
270 753 3366 I BOO 444 1854
Hours 8.00 a m -5.00 p m 101-F
.0-sot,
cosa andwrgedI adellacal elotwalott iselable on woad 1w FIX rend ale
'1elair0 Oars u a traaata ark,e 1w
Bira Gunwale kaly WV Yaw I Searles elweel Proutp J J B Mated al Lam LLC I Mamtwe WYSE FINRA a SVC AVON
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&ISM PelILMOIRIAt DAV

Nlurray

HONOR OUR
HEROES THIS
MEMORIAL DAY.

atratanor

ADUATES

See ad below

Cr'r At

RGL S
640
Su
MU

CLASSIFIEDS
BILLBOARD FOR RENT
Hwy 641 High traffic. $300,mo
270-761-4558
gtaylor2000@gmail.com

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager
classified @ murrayledgercom

2x2 Color ad 250.00

For One Month

NEW REALTOR ANNOUNCEMENT
Rea Estate and Auction is
excited to Aosta-rat Judy Denton as
Realtor and Office Manager in Ore
Skean office Jody * a graouate
at Murray State Linrrersay rott,a
bachelor degree n Ill,srness are
Marketing Hee eu,oenence in the
Murray YOE includes la years r
toe feat estate field arid 7 years as
a tone Otanil manager are icen
carer She was mirage:so r 2011
as Realtor of the Yea,. cloe in part Ip
her worn/anent to communty ancl
cranial* orgarezattons Annuey
a rnu/V-irlilicr,darker prtduCtr She
haS been nay successfui C nelping
Nei dents tolfil ttiew real estate
needs Judy * married to Tom
Denton and tree harruly ncludes 3
crociren and 5 grandciedren Jodi
Ma estate
ruled her friends
clients to stop by her nee office at
112S 12th Street
Han*

III it i WI A tit

tit

Judy Denton, Realtor'
Cell: 270293.5221

AI

$10.00 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run
40% Discount 3rd Run
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$335 per column inch extra for Monday
•
(Shopping Guide)

4I •

Papa Smurf

Storage
1st month Free/
• New Climate Control
Available
•2417 Surveilance
Pest Control
Hwy 94 East
270978-1400 or
270-485-6122
060

MURRAY-CA LLOWAY
seasonal lifeguards

BRICK laborers need
ed. Must have trans
portation and drivers
license. 270-489-2790,
leave-message.

All lifeguards must be
at least 15-years-old
and certified. Apply in
person at 900 Payne
Street, Murray, KY.
EEO.

submitted Matter

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
•'help

%%anted- section

on our classifieds

To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale
Call (270) 753-1916, email
classifiedelnurrayledger.com

or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.Office Hours: Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
• Fax:(270) 753-1927

webpage at
inurrayledgercom,
you ssill he redirected
to jobnetssOrk.Corn.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.

However. as a national
website, not all listings
on the robnetisork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions

the

regarding

CM

VISA

CLASSIFIEDS
DEADLINES
lhaday

't

Frt. LOLA

Smut Saver
•

Mom km
Mom pa.
he.1pm.
lied 3 p.m.
Sur.12 pm.

today
Iledmesday
Iltanday
Friday
&irk

•

x's

MURRAY

LEDGER &TIMES
'Home Delivery
me.
# mo.
fr.

Local Mail
3 MO.

6 mo.
1 yr..--.--$119.66

All Other Mall
(Parr"& Buchanan)
Subscriptions
.685.00
$49.00 3 mo.
4110.00
6 mo.
yr.--..,,....$135.60 1

1
I Check
I'
I Name

Money Order

Murray Ledger & Timea
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

Wrecked, running and non-running
Autos, Battenes, and all Aluminum
KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

OR PHYSICIANS
ASSISTANT

POSITION
Full trne board
certified Family Nurse
Practitioner or
Physicians Assistant
needed for busy family
practice clinic.
Qualified applicants
may send resume to:
PO Box 219
Dover TN 37058

RESIDENTIAL 8, COMMERCIAL
270-753-9224 NICK MCCLURE-OWNER

arfr

Goods
519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342

Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You

Nava Fan& Minim wen',Pew Neirsonsillel Iluenn Al
Employee Owned Company
Opening at the Murray Location For:
Delivery Truck Driver
Must have a Commercial Driver's License
Heavy Lifting Required
'Full-Time Position
'Health & Life Insurance

Terrapin Station
920 S 12th St
Bel-Air Center
160

Home FumisNnste

'Employee Stock Ownership Plan

PILLOW Top Mattress

Murray, KY 42071

NEW DEDICATED FLEET
NEAR INDIANAPOLIS
Nate Srhedules.Grcm1}-41.7.rne Trne
Earn 50 to 75 cents per IOW
C ew A CM drams needed ky sed caul re's fon aawspo
IN Pm prur Wahl. ris.trre so oitst rr mitre Grimm
1.
bereft pecans maid rti rudtal led al ft dub r.
• //
a-d10L
S118-4302-1199134 www.drIve4horiLconi ]

•

Oft

I I

Reeked by our famlly'a 130+ year of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co.

CALL NICKI TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916

Walter's

Lawn

Service

107. Senior Citizen

Diocount
ke latie - Free E9timatee
Ben-it Price :o.itif car.T.

Houses For Rent

deck, storage shed,
non smoking, pets with
nonrefundable deposit,
$ 9 0 0 /month,
270lease/deposit.
492-6107

FREE
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

119 E

HWY 80 Storage &
Northwood Storage
UNITS NOW
AVAILABLE
Starting at
$25-$55 per Month
murraykystorage net

Townhouses
Available NOW
starting at
$400/month
Coleman Real Estate
270-753-9898
2BR, IBA

Furnished
0259

duplex
270-753-

CALLOWAY GARDENS
ESSEX

DOWNS

from $345

2BR from $375

•Garland RentalBoat

Led
tiousan

Murray

All Sizes available, cat/ today
to reserve your storage unit

AU real est&
10

270-753-2905

UNIT SIZE

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
*We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

UNIT

PRICE SECURITY

10X20..$45.00
10X10..$30.00
10X15..$35.00
Deposit Required

Hcrtj,ing A
$(1eytal Is Sri
rose. lirrutat
lion based 0
i,ion Sex, ha
to. cr0 falcon
non to ma
entry limitat
tort
State hiss ti
in the ',ale
it real estate
addition ti
under federa
We will kno
ad% ertasuis II
I not in iiirl
persons are
that all Joel!
available on
nth basis
For further a
Housing Ad
ments coOl
Rene I' Mila

ON

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

(270) 293-6907

I

5X10..$20.00
10X30..$60.00
10X24..$50.00
10X12..$22.50

270-978-1109
270-978-1107

720 S 4TH ST.
Corner of 121 S Glendale
10x10's &10x15's

All ty
Ben
270-

Mini Storage-Msy 94E

----• 1850 State Route 121South
Murray, KY 42071
270.753.5562
Located at Key Auto Parts

s00-to 00

AUST1

Lights, Electricity and 24/7Su/veil/are°

KEY MINI-WAREHOUSES

HOURS
800-4 00

2BR Duplexes

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:

MAIN ST

7270)753-6266

SATURDAY

1 5BA town
2BR
house $550 No pets,
270-293-5423

Starts 5

"If you've got It, we can store it"

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

MON-FRI

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposi
270-753
required
4109.

GARLANt
RENTAL

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th.

(270)293-7220

1959 MF 65 Tractor
with 61t 3pt bush hog
mower. $3000.00
6ft Blade $150.00
6ft 3pt Disk $300.00
Pond Scoop $200.00
Phone 270-436-6068

Gara
9a
94 We
Watson
Lots of St

3BR, 1.58A, W/D
hookups, shop. South
Murray. 270-753-0259.
3BR, 28A, Brick 3miles
east, covered porch,

av.iarant-;a4 Or

190

DOG Ob
glendhen
t270)436-

60
Storage Rentals

180

Laval & Garden

Aval
Immec
808 Cl
Mtn

-ill, I
Units AllSizes • C//mats
24/7Surveillance •Electilcity
812 Whttnett Ave.

FOR Sal
w
Farm
Garage,
70-437-4

753-3853
Subscribe to
The Murray Ledger
8( Times

270-753-8556

Classic Rock Album,
Hendrix, Zeppelin.
Pink Floyd. Grateful
Dead. Janis Joplin
etc

'Paid Vacation & Holidays

Pick up an Application at
Cole Lumber Company Inc.
500 South 4th Street

Matthew Imes,
Ile*. Pre- Arranecinent
Specialist & Funeral Director

Approved

co,trf.

• Burglar & Fire Alarm Systems
• Building Access Controls
• Video Surveillance
James C Gallimore. Owner
270-759-0890 GECMURRAY COM

1BR

SS Want to Buy SS

Irrevocable Medicaid

Commercial & Residential

APARTMENTS

c.,.,....,,c.

husiness'

Th -ink

PRE-PLANNING

Licensed and Insured
Local Security Professionals

or you may drop off a
resume to:
1511 Donelson
Parkway
Dover, TN 37058
931-232-5555

Co
Stara.;

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING OF MURRAY

(613117. 7

Fain Equipment

FULL TIME NURSE
PRACTITIONER

sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver. $40 Down
Take home today!

Visa

I City
I
Zip
State
I.
Ph.
Daytime
I
Mail this coupon with payment to
I
I

I'

License required. Call
between the hours of
8am - 10am 270-9787157.

PAINTING contractor is
recruiting experienced
professional joumey140
men painters. Must
Want to Buy
have 4-years professional painting experiCash paid for good,
'
ence. To apply call
used guns
270-753-6895 & leave
voice message. No
H&H Guns
walk in applicants
inside
accepted. EOE
Bensons Sporting

'NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE'

. Address

I
I •
I:

FULL time nurse position Cagle and Bailey
Health
Adult
LPN/CMA- with office
experience, excellent
skills.
interpersonal
Mail resume to 300 S.
8th St. Ste 509E,
Murray, KY 42071

TAKING Applications
for lawn tech. $10-$12
Drivers
hour.
an

(Calloway)

Rest of KY/1'N
,

Accepting
NOW
Applications for full
time teachers experience a plus at Lily Pad
Center.
Learning
Please apply in person.
at 701 S 4th St.
NOW hiring experihostess,
enced
servers, bar tenders
and kitchen help. Apply
in person at 110 South
5th St.Call ahead, 270227-1941
Hiring
NOW
and
Management
Crew. Starting pay up
to $8.50hr.
applyzaxbys.com

Murray area

job listings. Thank you.

The Housing Authority
of Murray is requesting
quotes for demolition of
a 900 sq. ft structure
on a 4500 sq. ft. lot,
and installation of a
parking lot. All quotes
must be received by
330 p.m. on May 20,
2016.
For more information
please call Stacy Clere
270-752-0270.

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

County Parks seeks

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any

tomato plants,
hanging baskets
1107 Potts Road
Cell 270-293-6882

REQUEST for Quote
Hittit(10

1.11INE AI,S

HIS First Day. 20 words or less.
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:
6.12 per word per day.
$3.35 extra for Smart Saver
(Mon. Classifieds go into StMrt alver)

Weekdays 1-5 pm
Sat. 9 am-4 pm

New

C..011

BUYING, BUYING, BlikiNG

SECURITY

270-247-3251A •

alSPLAN

Murray Ledger 8
Times will be
responsible for only
one incorrect
insertion. Any error
should be reported
immediately so
corrections can be
made.

.WER
FL
POTTS'
276-4116-2151
GREENHOUSE
HOURS:

What a Deal !!!!

Call Nicki 270-753-1916

ADVERTISERS are
requested to check the
first insertion of their
ads for any error.

Zhe

IIII\

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

newly
27

BUSINESS &
SERVICE DIRECTORY

Notice

Notice

Nonce

Nicki Peach

secU

020

020

020

lighting

In
CONSISTENCY
AD.
ONLY $100.00
PEN MOUTH.
CALL

cuissmss
ADVERTISING
FOR DETAILS
(270) 7112-111111.

1545 Dulguld Dr.

ata refir

TOO 1-600-545-1833 ext283
This

n.Urern

intvpnOy.,nsrdnrJcj
Housing Authority of
Murray is now taking
applications for 2,3,
and 4 bedroom apartments. These are fedsubsidized
erally
income base apartNo electric
ments.
deposit
service
required. Apply at 716
Nash Drive MondayFriday 8AM -4PM
Phone
270-753-5000, Equal
Housing Opportunity.
Nice, Large, Duplex.
2BR, 1.5BA, large utility, with W/D, garage,
$725/mo. $725/dep
Available June 1st
Lynn Grove 270-2271743
Near
Remodeled
University, large 2BR
C/1-1/A, low utilities, NO
Smoking, Quite.
What you've been looking for
$600 Month plus
deposit. 270-978-0913

4 Bedroo
R
New
Large co
19th St
270-293-0
293-2273

GRADUATES

Send your graduate a congratulatory message to be
featured in the Class of2016 special publication!
School:
Graduate's Name:
Message:

Name of Payee:
Phone:
$10 FOR 20 WORDS

DEADUIIE SPM.ON MAY

Send payment to
Murray Lodger & Times:
PO Box 1040. Wow,KY 42071

ER

edger & Times
Murray Ledger & Times
Tuesday, May 10,2016•7

USED TIRES

FINE Line Painting

14 15 16 inch
Starting at S2C
Mounted

Residential,
Commercial,
Industrial Specializing

RGL Storage, LLC
640 S. 4th St 8
Sunbury Circle
Multiple sizes,
ighbng in every unit,
security lighting,
newly remodeled.
270-761-7557

Call 753-5606

2006 Murano, 107K
miles. $8,750 Call
270-293-0986
New Climate
Controlled
Storage Units Now

Available,
Ceti 270-753-9999
Visit us oniirie at
www SBGpropeity corn
or
www.murraykyrentals.com

Services Offered
1(270)978-1204
All carpentry construction. Home & Mobile
home repair. Roofing,
mobile home roof-over.
Larry Nimmo
(270)753-0353

Hill Electric
lr
Cori l
iwnericsl
a Prop. For Rent

COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
Matthew
Pre Arrangement
t

F,,neral Director

4itc.

Noma
ears of funeral
oway Co.

Available for
Immediate Lease
808 Chestnut St.
Murray KY
4.000
8.000

or 12.000
Sq. Ft. Available

270.293.7144

I AD

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big small

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE
& DrpRis'

lvenience
cations:
11 N. 12th St.
N. 12th.

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Surved/ance
torage-Hwy 94E

I/ today
ge und

95

MUSES

!1South •---/71

'arts

1..$45.00
1..530.00
1..$35.00
it Required

Murray Ledger,4o4imes Fair
• !lousing Ail Notice

MI real estate ads ernsed hereu,
is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which maLes it
illegal to ad‘emse any preterence, limitation or disaiminaton based on race, color, reli
sex, handicap, familial status or national origin, or inten
non to make any tAkil prefer
ens es, limitatiocu or discriminatiOn
State laws torbid discnrnination
in the sale, rental or adiertwing
ot real estate ba*d on factors In
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will luwiwingh aciept anv
advertising for real estate %int+
is not in violation ot the law. All
persons are herebv irtionned
that all dwellings adierte.ed are
available on an equal opportv
nay basic
For further assistance with Fit'
Housing Advertising requi:v
rnents. contact NAA Coto,
Rene r. Milam,(7011 648-1011i)

nate
78dr/city
tve.

'53

:o
.dger

;sage to be
dication!

*MAY 16

?GER
IMFS

MOW PROZ
WE HANDLE YOUR
LAWNCARE NEEDS

436-5141 A-AFFORD-

*Trimming

•Handyman Services

ABLE Hauling. Clean
Out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
ALLEN Mowing
Sevices
Free Estimates
Call 270-293-6753

•Removal
*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
•Insured

(270)489-2839

Paving-Sealcoating
Striping
Gravel-Dirt-Sand

Barns, Sheds, Cabins!

TONY TRAVIS

I Also Sell

• Asphalt Installation
•Seal Coating
& Striping
• Licensed-Insured

moore's
concrete
•Driveways
•Patios
•Stamping
*Garages
•Dirt Work
•Lic. & Ins.

Jeff Moore
931-289-9233

(270) 77i9•001

DMus 270-758-8565

R /T
Lawn Service

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
weekly & special pickups
ocally owned/operated

reerrmes row%

270-759-1151
270-293-2783
270-293-2784

• LAWN CARE
•First Time ;
FREE
;
I For all your lawn;
care needs I
I▪

.(270)436-003Ij
•
lIII

David's Home
Improvment
LLC
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Rmodeing &
Do Insurance work
Visa & t'aste-v,a-d Accepted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

40 years experience

Murray

Cell: 731-4316-2546

270-293-5949
Lic & Ins.

Decks • Garages
•Pole Barns
•Additions *Porches
*Buildings
•New & Old

major brands
Licensed & Insured

441 Charley
Miller Rd
Almo, KY

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRuCKING

Chad Lyons
270-227-6357

All Your Septic Needs
Installation
Repair
Dirt, Gravel
White Rock,
Sand 6 Mulch

I X2
CONSISTENCY
AD.
ONLY $100.00
PER MONTH.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
FOR DETAILS
(270) 753-1916.

Display ad

4 Bedrooms, 2 5 Baths
New
Roof, C/H/A,
Large corner lot, 823 N
19th St Murray. Call
270-293-0996 or 270293-2273

, &TIMES

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Expenence
Zach 270-873-7700

MCCUISTON
ROOFING

Gallimore Electrical Contractors, Li.c-

S/7109/es Hand Nailed
JCJ Construction
Home Remodel &
Repair. Framing, roofing, siding, doors and
windows, deck and
awnings, drywall hanging and finsih, painting,
flooring, cab and counters. Insured. Phone
270-226-5581, call or
text 608-306-0053.

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC

;

Free Estimates
Roofing Specials
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
Itis our house/

(270)759-0890

We Like Making Homes Look Their Best!
Lawn and exterior property care including
grass, trees, shrubs, mulch & light handyman
Eaten.
, Stan Rernowl Specialist

Riley Remodeling

270-293-1924

ludestrlaUCesumwdoUlleslisetlal
lases C.Callheers
W W W.4ECMI/ V V AY.NET

Jamie McClure
270-227-5406
Roof Cleaning .Gutters *Siding -Patios • Decks

.Replacement Windows

work.
20+ years experience, Insured. Free Estimates.
Discounts for both referrals and recurring service.
Call Bryan. 270-970-3796

tows en di
Garde oe your gadget

Free Estimates
Serving Calloway Carty
for 26 years

•Lataidiaattplixg— new and ex is-Ural
tag tiitt arta inst.tin[Zorn
eiLariasextpe rnetiriteruirie.e.
Woad, ltrioni ertmini,•te_
024 trim youcts
Weeds's e.nbewaNsti
Oefihaat al)oi4 crtitcloo+ projects
Fr.* Estbriektike
270-292 3400

270.206.2517

Cownter Scorr
270-978-2/57

GARY W

ACROSS
1
7
11
12
13

DICK

Licensed &
Insured

15

270-293-3248

16
18
21
22
24

SMALL home repairs,
washing,
pressure
carpentry,
roofing,
painting and general
labor. No job too small.
270-227-9484

SUDOKU
Conceptis Sudoku

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers The object is to plae the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
of the Conoeptis Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday
By Dave Green

7
Answer to previous puzzle

3 58
8
52
394
_4
6
94 7
6
72
Difficu ty Level **

LEDGER

AY .2:: Al ": 111

Murray Leduio &Tin
PO Prix 1040

NEED a Roofer?
270-227-9484

•5" Seamless Gutters

Serving
West Kentucky

Ask about our

4!)11M-7

Send payrrint

YIN EH it,
We will Mit fl

Real Tree
Building

(270) 293-8686

$10 PER PICTURE

270-436-5959

•Metal Roofing

Hill Appliance
Repair
Jason Hill

Rime:

•Insured *Sr DISC011111
.Frre Estimates
•Mentber of "A - Ranng
on Angie 's List

Free Estimates

ELECTRIC
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estate
SBG Real Property
Professionals
270-293-7872

•Dnuall •Painnng
•Tile .Flooring •Derb

liU-748-8732

(270) 226-0194
Service on all

Nam of Fayoc

David 270-227-1106

BROS.
PAVING

4302 HWY 641N

Number ofYears Solve

•Gutter Cleaning

Gary 270-227-0420

1:
1 0mo
1
EAGLE BUILDINGS

111:8A G
I

All Aspects of

*Yard Wort(
•Pressure Washing

MITCHELL

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

KENTUCKY LAKE
REMODELING.COM
Remodeling
•Home Improvernntr
•Balh •Kitt hen
Addinons

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

specials

FOR Sale 30 Acre
Farm
House,
with
Garage, and Barn
270-437-4667

2700978•9079

wwv.hillekcmc corn

MONO
0011.21.11.11,

II

$10.00 OFF
1st mowing

Call Terry at
270-349-6380

753-9562

Garage Sale
gam-5pm.
94 West to 1084
Watson Rd. 1/2 North
Lots of stuff at priced
to go!
Starts 5/11 to 5/21
Public Sale

CHAD'S LAWN
SERVICE

•Residential
•Commereial
•Ftee Estimates
•Lic. St Ins.

Yard Sale

n store It"

LANDSCAPING
MULCHING
LEAF REMOVAL

all your painting
needs Including
Epoxy floors, swimming pools,
Acid Washing,
pressure washing
houses, and Fencing
Painting or Staining
Interior and Extenor
homes.
Also spraying texture
homes
#1 Goal satisfying
customers.
No Job to Small or Big
270-226-3624

270-293-4256

1ID

utinmyla

Ron Frame
(270)227-3140
(270)474-0323

Pets 8 Supplies
DOG Obedience.
glendhenmere.corn
(270)436-2858.

CLEAN CUT

Specialist
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26
27
29
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31
32
34
40
41
42
43

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

Crèche part
Trampled
Artemis' twin
Valiant one
Breakfast table
sight
Group of top
players
Thin coin
Fill completely
Towel word
Accident
Gardner of
"Mogambo"
Singer Damone
Sense of self
Water or wine
Dance move
Singer Jenny
Flag feature
Labor leader
Chavez
Election day needs
Clarinet's cousin
Skiing variety
Implores
Next to

Buddy
Gorilla, for one
Negative link
Sparkles
Gladden
Part to play
Inventor Edison
King, in Latin

CROSSWORDS
9
10
14
16
17

19
20
21
22
23
25
28
29
31
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Mine yield
Twice uno
Elementary
New Jersey player
Baghdad native
Letter before iota
Raring to go
2001" computer
Central
Cork sound
Musical mini-movie
Dad's brothers
Barbershop needs
Dark fur
Wild guess
Hope of comedy
Homer's dad
Ship record
Noon, on a
clock
Finale
Spot
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Yesterday's answer

EINEM= MMM
=NENE NENE
MENNEEMENNE
MENNE
MINN Maid
ANNE MENNEN
MEN MEN ANN
MENNEN WINNE
NENE NENE
MENNE
MidENNEENdd
NENE MENNEN
NENE MENNEN
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Readers give breast implants
reviews both pro and con

Looking Back
Teo yean ago
Rescue Squad Chief Ronnie Burkeen and Assistant Chief David
Waldrop are pictured taking the
squad's new $10,000 amphibious
craft, called an Argo, out for a spin
after using it this week during heavy

Wheeler, Denise Santerwhite, Kay
Scarbrough,Pam Vaughn, Mal Beasky,Carolyn Rumble,Brenda ArmDEAR ABBY: "Doesn't Want
strong and Karen Franklin.
to Lose Him" (Dec. 16) wants
Shama Waller, daughter of Carbreast implants. but her boyfriend
ol and Tony Waller of Murray was is against it. I had breast augmentanamed Miss Hospitality and "one tion at age 27 for the same reasons
rains.
of the most talented" at the annual she wants them. I was flat-chested,
Murray's Blue Fire U13 indoor Kentucky National Teenager Scholand clothing,
soccer team recently won its seaarship Program held in Louisville.
especialson-ending tournament in the title
ly summer
Tlilrty years ago
match at the Expo Indoor Soccer
clothing,
Boyd, president of
M.
William
Complex in Mayfield. Team memnever fit or
bers pictured include Lincoln Min- Peoples Bank of Murray,announces
looked right.
er, Lauren Benson,Landon Russell, the appointment of Harold G. Doran
My husRob DeBoer,Steven Arnold, Coach Jr. as Executive Vice President and
was
band
Directors.
of
Board
the
of
member
Nathan Crofton, Darius Nabavi,
supportive,
Blake Maness, Brandon Kipphut, He also announced the promotion of
and it turned
Chris Stewart,Niko Sikkel and Meg Frank Doran from Senior Vice Presout to be one
ident to Executive Vice President
Hudson.
Dear Abby
of the best
Murray-Calloway County's Re- and to the Board of Directors.
things I've
by
lay for Life rallied for a total of
Pictured is Murray High School's
done for my
$233,088 and put Murray and Cal- new football coach,Jack Cain,as he
Abigail
self-confiloway County's 10-year total right met one of his players, Mark West,
dence. I not
Van Buren
at the $2 million mark.
at the reception held by the Tiger
only became
The 8th Wonders won .the award Booster Club at the MHS cafeteria.
more outgoing, but my career also
for the Most Team Spirit at Relay
took off.
Forty years ago
for Life this year. McKinney InsurI want to urge "Doesn't" to talk
More than 150 saddlebred horses
ance won the award for Most Mon- were registered to compete in the to her plastic surgeon about her
ey Raised by Non-Corporate Single
Kentucky State Charity Horse Show goals. She shouldn't allow herself
Team by raising $9.377.78.
at the West Kentucky Livestock and to be pushed into a larger size than
Members of the Calloway County
she feels comfortable with, and she
Center.
Retired Teachers Association and Exhibition
shouldn't be unrealistic about how
School
The Calloway County High
others are pictured taking a tour of
it will change her.
the Waters Schoolhouse following Laker baseball team shocked MarShe implied that the surgery
opening
the
in
6-5
the dedication of a new historic sign shall County
wouldn't alter who she is inside,
marking the importance of the one- round of the district tournament.
but isn't that her goal -- to have
Fifty years ago
room school house in the history of
more self-assurance? She'll see
A strong wind damaged several a big change in her life. It will be
Calloway County education. The
new sign was sponsored by the Ken- new boat slips at Kentucky State gradual, but she'll become a more
tucky Historical Society.
Park Boat Dock according to J.W. confident version of herself.
Twenty years ago
She should forget the boyfriend
Wilham,dock manager.
Members of the Murray Woman's
The Calloway County Fiscal Court if he can't find it in himself to be
Club are pictured at the conven- agreed to establish a dog pound and supportive, because if she does
tion of the Kentucky Federation of appointed Ray Herndon in charge of get the implants, I predict that in
a year, she will have outgrown
Women's Club in Louisville. They the facility.
him anyway. (Pun intended.) -include Jeannetta Williams. Marsha
Sixty years ago
SAVANNAH
Leonard of Mayfield, governor of
Ted Vaughn of Murray, a sopho- KNOWS WELL IN
WELL:
KNOWS
DEAR
First District; Sue Allison, president more at Murray State College, was
you for your comments.
Thank
of the Murray club; Martha Crafton,
elected president of Tau Sigma Tau Readers had various reactions to
Barbara Brandon, Lois Pharris and
fraternity.
this letter. Read on:
Martha Andrus. Andrus is vice govMr. and Mrs. Charles K. MillDEAR ABBY: I doubt that
ernor of first district and incoming
er announce the birth of their son, implants will give her anything
governor for next year.
more than a superficial boost in
Pictured are some of the nurses at Charles Stephen, born May 3.
"Hot Performers" advertised by confidence, because external atthe Murray-Calloway County Hospital as they observe Nurses Week. Porter Motor Company were the tractiveness is fleeting. I'd suggest
They include Kim Paschall, Lori "One-Fifty" and -Two-Fifty" series she look inward for self-esteem
rather than try to paste it onto her
Murdock, Judy Henninger, Doreen sedans from Chevrolet.

outsides. Values such as kindness,
compission, development of her
talents, expanding her awareness
and being of service to others will
give her self-esteem to last a lifetime.
I've been small-breasted all my
life and admit that sometimes I
have wished I had more -up front,"
but now at 66.1 have a healthy, fit
body and have learned self-acceptance. -- M.H. IN BERKELEY,
CALIF.
DEAR ABBY: I was lucky my
husband didn't have any objections. I had it done, but never expected the pain to be so bad. I felt
better about the way clothes looked
on me,but that feeling didn't last.
I recently had them removed because I suspected they were leaking (saline). They were uncomfortable. I could sleep only on my
back. Running was not fun. They
didn't feel natural and they didn't
look great naked. I realized having
them was a big mistake.
Afterward, I found out they
HADN'T leaked; they had just
-shifted." I feel better now and no
one noticed anything. I've heard
others love their implants, but I
just wanted to let "Doesn't" know
there are some women who regret
having it done. -- LEE IN HILO,
HAWAII
DEAR ABBY: I wanted breast
implants about 10 years ago because my proportions were off
and clothes didn't tit well. My
then-boyfriend tried to talk me out
of it, but I didn't listen.
Abby, I have never once regretted getting implants. I'm happy,
healthy and more confident. Looking back, I believe my boyfriend
tried to talk me out of it because
he was afraid of other men noticing me. He'd say things to make
me feel self-conscious about my
appearance. I suspect he knew I'd
eventually wise up and the surgery would expedite it. Today, I'm
married to a wonderful man who
doesn't mind my assets at all. -HAPPY IN BRANDON,FLA.

Some changes aren't part
of the aging process
DEAR DOCTOR K: Every time I complain about a new
medical issue, my husband says,
-You're 84. What do you expect?"
How do I know if my complaints
are just a consequence of aging or
if there's an
actual problem?
DEAR
READER:
I'm not 84,
but I ask
myself that
question regularly. You
don't have to
Dr. Komaroff be a doctor
to understand
by
new
that
symptoms
Dr. Anthony
develop as
Komaroff
we age. But
some changes aren't a normal part of the aging
process. I'll discuss some common
age-related health changes, as well
as changes that suggest there might
be a problem.
-- VISION. With age, the lensec
in the eyes of most people become
cloudy. As a result, we need more
light to see, read and avoid falling.
Impaired close-up vision is also
normal, as is an increase in "floaters."
However, it is not normal to lose
your side vision. If you do, that
could be a symptom of glaucoma. A sudden increase in floaters,
accompanied by flashes, is also
cause for concern. It could mean
problems with the retina, such as a
detached retina.
-- HEARING. It may be harder
to hear someone speaking, especially with background noise, in
later years. This normally happens
in most people, but whether it is a
problem is up to you to decide.
But when it sounds like everyone is mumbling,or you no longer
hear the phone or the doorbell ring,
that's not normal; don't ignore it.
A simple earwax buildup may be
causing the problem. If not, talk

to your doctor about getting your
hearing tested.
-- URINARY HABITS. As we
age, bladder muscles weaken,
causing a more frequent and urgent
need to urinate. But if frequent
bathroom breaks interfere with
your daily activities or sleep, see a
doctor. He or she can check for a
bladder infection or an overactive
bladder.
-- SLEEP. Older adults spend
less time in deep sleep. As a result,
you may wake up feeling unrested. But age should not affect your
ability to fall asleep, stay asleep or
fall back to sleep after awakening
in the middle of the night. These
changes may be due to a breathing
disorder such as sleep apnea or a
medication side effect.
-- FATIGUE. You may not have
the energy you once did. But you
should not feel constant exhaustion, which may be a sign of a medical condition.
-- THINKING SKILLS. It's normal to misplace your keys, forget
someone's name or take longer
to learn something new. Again,
whether you define it as a problem
is a matter of degree.
I once had a patient who was
upset because he had misplaced his
wallet. I reassured him that we all
do that occasionally. Then he told
me he'd found his wallet placed
on the top shelf of his freezer. I
decided he needed testing for Alzheimer's disease. Unfortunately,he
was in the early stages.
There clearly is a problem if
you're confused about directions
when driving in what should be
familiar places, or if you're having
trouble doing your finances. While
it could be an early sign of dementia, it also could be a simply treated
medication side effect.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions, go
to AskDoctorK.coni, or write: Ask
Doctor K,10 Shattuck St.,Second
Floor, Boston,MA 02115.)

Hints From Hole's.

Today In History
Today is Tuesday, May 10, the
131st day of 2016. There are•235
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 10, 1941, Adolf Hitler's
deputy, Rudolf Hess, parachuted
into Scotland on what he claimed
was a peace mission. (Hess ended
up serving a life sentence at Spandau
Prison until 1987,when he apparently committed suicide at age 93.)
On this date:
In 1775, Ethan Allen and his
Green Mountain Boys, along with
Col. Benedict Arnold, captured the

British-held fortress at Ticonderoga,
New York.
In 1863, during the Civil War,
Confederate Lt. Gen. Thomas
"Stonewall" Jackson died of pneumonia, a complication resulting
from being hit by friendly fire eight
days earlier during the Battle of
Chancellorsville in Virginia.
In 1865, Confederate President
Jefferson Davis was captured by
Union forces in Irwinville, Georgia.
In 1869, a golden spike was driven in Promontory, Utah, marking the
completion of the first transconti-

nental railroad in the United States.
In 1924, J. Edgar Hoover was
named acting director of the Bureau
of Investigation (later known as the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, or
FBI).
In 1933,the Nazis staged massive
public book burnings in Germany.
In 1940, during World War II,
German forces began invading the
Netherlands, Luxembourg, Belgium
and France. The same day, British
Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain
resigned, and Winston Churchill
formed a new government.

YEP! FOOL YOUR FRIENDS!!
SLAP THIS 5A5V INTO ANYBODY'S
SOAP DISH AND ENJOY THE
HILARI !! HARP! HARP!

NO OFFENSE, BUT YOU SMELL
LIKE PEPPERONI')

BABY BLUES(w

(*Meng
SOOK1

BLONDIER
THiS 5A8V IS THE HOTTEST
'LAPP-A-MINUTE* GAG AROUND!
IT'S TRICK PEPPERONI-SCENTED
SOAP',
—, REALLY...

),
1

CREDIT CARD GETS PREARRANGED DEAL
Dear Heloise: I recently lost a CREDIT CARD,
and I closed the account. This card had several prearranged payments automatically deducted each
month. I had to call each company and advise it of
the new credit-card number, which is quite time-consuming.
To avoid this hassle in the
future, I have designated a specific credit card to be used solely for automatic payments', gal
I leave it at home in a secure
place. -- Gloria W., via email
Gloria, it can he a real hassle to go through this. I have a
card that I use only fir online
purchases. Your hint is a good
one. Keep another card to use
only for automatic payments,
by
and don't carry it with you. -Heloise
Heloise
REWARD CARDS
Dear Heloise: After fumbling around on my key fob for the store scan tag
again (Heloise here: the little plastic, key-chain-size
cards for customer rewards or loyalty programs). I
unloaded the key ring and loaded all the tags facing
the same direction and in alphabetical order. So much
easier now to find the correct store's tag! -- Allison
C., via email
PASSABLE PANS
Dear Heloise: When I moved to Texas. I discovered that my local practice of "community pans" or
"pass it forward pans"(pif-pans) was unknown here.
The hint is to save on disposable dishware. When
taking a dish where it is inconvenient to get the dish
back, use a dish you don't want back. The recipient
then uses it when he or she is taking food to someone.

We had several pif-pans circulating in our former
neighborhood. I pick up generic baking dishes and
pans at yard sales and thrift shops. They usually don't
cost any more than a one-use aluminum-foil pan,and
they can be passed along again and again. And it's
fun when a pif-pan you put into circulation finds its
way back to you with a casserole in it! -- Heidi
Fort Worth,Texas
Heidi, I love it.' I, too, have some "don't need
back"pans and casserole dishes. However,I love the
Lien"-that your pit-pan came back home! Heloise
SAVE STICKERS
Dear Heloise: We get address labels from a variety
of organizations. I cut off the images, as appropriate, to use as stickers for memory-verse charts for
my Sunday school class. I have an envelope for each
season and some holidays, which makes it fun for the
kids to have a different set for each month. Teachers
also can do this as recognition stickers for their kids.
-- Bev D., Council Bluffs,Iowa
Bev, goodfor you! Those stickers can overwhelm a
person. -- Hugs, Heloise
NO WASTE
Dear Heloise: I like to use rather expensive magnetized notepads on my refrigerator. To save paper
and make a pad last longer, I make my shopping list
from the bottom of the page up. I just tear off the
portion used. I generally can get two to three lists per
sheet of paper. -- Karen K. in Florida
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise,P.O. Box 795000,San Antonio,TX 78279-5000,
or you can fax it to 1-210-HELOISE or email it to
Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't answer your ktter
personally but will use the best hints received in my
column.
(02016 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Horoscope
a
DUSTIN'R,
WELL... IF YOU PLACED ME
IN A UKRAINE J08 AND I
BECAME A HUGE SUCCESS,
THAT WOULD SE FUN.

ru. POST A
CAT VIDEO.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, May 11, 2016:
This year you seem to be more emotional
than you have been in previous years. What is
happening is that you are dealing with some
strong, uncomfortable feelings that you have been
refusing to acknowledge. You also gain surprising
insights into those around you. If you are single,
you could meet someone of significance in the next
few months. This person often will serve as a muse
in your life. If you are attached, the two of you will
spend hours in conversation with each other. The
quality of your home life is important to both of you.
You might claim to dislike LEO's sparkly nature, but
you are drawn to it as well.
The Stara Show the Kind of Day You'll Have:
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult

GARFIELD R,
'THE cA80A4E
ANP ONIONS
BEG 'TO DIFFER

attatairesa-o
PEANUTS;

Murray

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Take care of basics while you can.
Whether you are concerned with your personal or
family life, you will enjoy working from home. Many
people observe your quickness, and your unique
perspective could create some shockwaves. .
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Incoming calls could overwhelm you to
the extent that you don't know what to do. You
might need to turn off your phone for a bit. You'll
be stunned by someone's actions, which you are
likely to see in a different light than most people.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Don't hesitate to head in a new direction.
Your sense of humor emerges when you see a
friend act in a unique way. You might wonder what
to do, but just go along for the ride. Communication
gets better as the day goes on.
CANCER (Juno 21-July 22)
**** Your energy soars, especially when others
surround you. A meeting could prove to be very
beneficial. You seem to be getting much more of
what you went through feedback and some creative
ideas. Your enthusiasm accelerates others'energy.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Assuming a low profile will help you feel
better. Your sense of humor emerges, as long as
you can detach and refuse to become reactive.
Take your time assessing what is happening

around you. By the late afternoon, your confidence
returns.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Use the daylight hours to the max, when
your focus combined with others' support can turn
wishes into reality. A discussion could be animated
and inspiring. What might have been acceptable
prior to this talk no longer seems to be an option.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** You easily could feel conflicted by a
discussion. You know what you should do, but you
also recognize what you want to do. Try to see how
you can intertwine them. You will be very happy
to handle an inner conflict that has been bothering
you.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You have many aspirations, but you
might not be sure which way would be best to go.
Consider your basic needs and what must happen
in order to make you smile. Try to follow through
on what you deem necessary. Others surprise you.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You might want to handle a personal matter
differently from your typical style. You certainly
seem to be motivated. As a result, you are likely
to give someone a run for his or her money. You
seem to be up for anything right now.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You could be more in control of a situation
than you realize. Your way of handling problems
might be changing, perhaps because you have
suppressed your anger for so long. You need to
tackle these issues more often.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Pace yourself, and you'll get a lot done.
You could be your biggest obstacle, whether you
realize it or not. Your lively ways tend to come out
when you decide to change your mental position.
What is OK today might not be tomorrow.
PISCES(Fob. 19-March 20)
**** You seem to be allowing your imagination to
affect different scenarios that take place throughout
the day. You might choose not to verbalize all your
thoughts, which could be for the best. Your sense
of humor will give you a unique perspective.
BORN TODAY
Composer irvingBerlin (1888)
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PREP SPORTS ROUNDUP

Tigers, Lady Tigers finding scattered
success at Region 1 Tournament
Staff Reports
Kennedy Jones and company continue to
do some inspiring things for Murray High.
On the stage of the Region I Tournament,
they didn't disapoint.
Jones, a varsity team member since sixth
grade, has been ranked number one in singles since seventh grade. Coming into Monday,Jones and Samantha Taylor were ranked
fourth in the region in doubles play, the first
time Murray High has had a girls' doubles
team reach this level since 2007.
Jones/ Taylor did their dilligence to advance to the quarterfinals fly defeating Carson McKee and Kinsey Roberts from Graves
County, while Emily Kinsey, Dylan Vance
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and Gustavo Leon advanced in singles action for Murray High.
For Calloway County, Claire Crosier defeated Morgan Graves and BJ Waggoner,
Logan Eastwood dominated Mayfield's Collins Dodson, and the doubles duo of Isaiah
Butler and Cole Emerson took out Murray's
Matthew D'Elia and Kevin Wann7-6
2-6, 10-8 in an epic Crosstown matchup.
Round two of the Region 1 Tournament
begins today at 5 p.m. at the Larry .1 Hefflin
Tennis Center. .

Hopkinsville 16,
Calloway County 14

night. Calloway County (7-19) has now lost
15 of its last 17 games. Christian Adams and
Lofton Pigg collected three hits each, but
13 hits weren't enough to collect the win.
Pigg lasted just one-third of an inning on the
mound to take the loss, while Adams racked
up three RBIs on a stellar performance.
Calloway County railed from an 8-0 deficit in the third frame with a season high nine
runs in the bottom of the inning. Hopkinsvine put the game in their control in the fifth
with a seven run frame despite four errors in
the game.'
Pigg added four RBIs, while Garrett Scott

The Calloway County Lakers took another heartbreaking 16-14 loss on Monday

See ROUNDUP, Page 10

:4

Photo Provided
Murray High's Kennedy Jones follows through on a return
during Region 1 tournament play. Jones and Samantha Taylor advanced to the doubles quarterfinal round on Monday.

PREP SOFTBALL: MURRAY HIGH 6, GALLOWAY COUNTY 1

MEMPHIS GRIZZLIES
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Crosstown Classic sweep
McClur Lady Tigers

Joerger
reaches
deal with
Kings

By BRYCE RUDO
Sports Reporter
It had to happen eventually. After
nearly three weeks of anticipation since a
rain delay postponed what was supposed
to be the Crosstown Classic opener in
mid-April, the second matchup between
Murray High and Calloway County was
almost every bit as riveting as the 2-1
Calloway County win preceding it.
But there was no doubt in Murray
High head coach Scott Tucker's mind
that when the dust settled for the District
4 playoff showdown in two weeks for
a chance to play Marshall County, the
Crosstown series would be tied at 1-1.
His prophecy couldn't have been
more accurate.
Down 1-0 in the bottom of the fourth
inning, Murray High reeled off five unanswered runs in two innings before
Madison McClure's heroic solo homerun sealed a Crosstown fate that already
seemed inevitable; in the form of a convincing 6-1 win over the Lady Lakers
Monday afternoon.
Murray High (18-11-1) ended a twogame losing streak and looked much better than the team that has lost four out of
its last seven prior to the win.
"We're still not happy that we lost
one in the series," Tucker joked. "I'm
sure Calloway County is the same way
because you don't ever want to lose two
to the Crosstown but we're happy to get
it back even and hopefully in the District
4 playoff game we can come back and
get it again here at home."
Laken Kelso erupted for nine strikeouts to raise her strikeout-to-walk ratio
to an astounding 197-8 for Calloway
County, lowering her ERA to 1.990, but
it was in vain as she took the loss in the
circle.
Bayliegh Blane went the distance
with four strikeouts in seven innings for
her 13th win of the season, but the outcome certainly seemed questionable early as Blane took a while to get cooking.
A notoriously quiet hitting team for
most of the season, Calloway County
(10-16) reeled off four leadoff hits in the
first four innings of the game.
Victoria Doughty started out with an
aggressive center field base hit and advanced to third base before serving as
the first of four Lady Laker base runners
to be stranded in the game.
Kayli Kelso fired off a game high
three hits, including a double that grazed
the fence in the second inning, but Blanc
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The Associated Press
Two days after being jettisoned by the Memphis Griz- •
zlies, Dave Joerger has landed in
Sacramento.
The Kings agreed to terms
with Joerger on a three-year
contract worth $4 million per
season, a person with knowledge of the agreement told The
Associated Press on Monday.
The deal includes a team option
for the fourth season.The person
spoke on condition of anonymity because the team has yet to
announce the agreement.
Joerger went 147-99 in three
seasons with the Grizzlies and
took them to the playoffs each
year.
He led the injury-ravaged
team to 42 wins this season,
pushing them to the playoffs
where they were swept by the
San Antonio Spurs in the first
round.
Despite the success he
achieved with the Grizzlies,
he never was able to get on the
same page with Memphis owner
Robert Pera. Joerger was hired
to replace Lionel Hollins after
spending six years as an assistant in Memphis, but Peru never
seemed to warm to him.
The Kings went 33-49 last
season and Karl clashed with
ownership and Kings star DeMarcus Cousins in his lone full
season on the job.•
JEFF ARENZ / Ledger & Times
at
Murray High's Madison McClure anticipates a pitch from Calloway County's Laken Kelso on Monday afternoon
win.
Classic
Crosstown
6-1
Murray's
in
season
the
of
run
Lady Tiger field. McClure smashed in her second home
caught flame on the mound with backto-back outs to keep the game scoreless
through two frames, while Laken Kelso
matched wits with three straight strikeouts to counter in the inning.
Megan Greer led off with a center
field shot in the third frame for the third
straight Lady Laker lead off punch and,
this time there would be no missed opportunity.
Adyson Scott's RBI double arched
into left field to plate Greer as Calloway

County drew first blood with a 1-0 lead,
but it served as their last.
After seven RBIs in two games on
Saturday, Shelby Moss appropriately fueled a two-run rally in the fourth frame
to regain the 2-1 lead off three crucial
Lady Laker errors.
Sarah Fitzer and Loryn Carver helped
stack the bases to define momentum,
while Calloway County never recovered.
The re-assuring omen was Blane's
first leadoff out arriving in the fifth in-

ning.
"Three of those first four pitches
leading off were pitches we wanted to
throw," Tucker said. "Bayliegh pitched
well,they just made great swings so you
have to give them credit. We hit balls
right on the nose. We got mistakes at
centerfield and shortstop and as tough as
Kelso is, I was proud that we had good
swings and hard hits. The offense came
See CLASSIC, Page 10

STANLEY CUP PLAYOFFS

We'll see you for game 7!
the Western Conference finals
on the line. The Predators and
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Sharks get the next two days
Viktor Arvidsson scored 2:03 off before meeting again on
into overtime, and the Nash- Thursday night in San Jose.
Colin Wilson, Ryan Johanville Predators forced a deand Roman Josi also scored
sen
their
for
game
ciding seventh
second straight series by beat- for Nashville, which now has
ing the San Jose Sharks 4-3 on won consecutive overtime
games on home ice.
Monday night.
Logan Couture scored a
puck
the
Arvidsson jumped
between three Sharks and skat- power-play goal in the third
ed up the left side before throw- for San Jose, and Chris Tierney
ing a backhander past goalten- had two goals in the first period.
Jones finished with 28 saves,
der Martin Jones.
giving the Sharks a chance to
yet
won
has
team
road
No
overtime after Nashville
reach
series,
in this second -round
San Jose 27-10 after the
outshot
had
that
franchise
and the
never forced a Game 7 until first period.
Nashville coach Peter Lavithis postse,ason will play in its
second straight with a berth in olette had just moved ArvidsThe Associated Press

son to the top line with Johansen and Filip Forsberg for this
game, and the Swede responded by scoring his first goal this
postseason. Fans celebrated by
tossing a bunch of the hats given away for this game onto the
ice.
The Predators forced th
first Game 7 in franchise history two weeks ago by beating
Anaheim in Game 6, and they
have traveled approximately
15,000 miles already this postseason.
San Jose routed Nashville
5-Ito push the Predators to the
brink of elimination, and the
Sharks appeared ready to
0. See NHL. Page 10

AP Photo
Nashville Predators goalie Pekka Rinne, of Finland, reaches
for a towel during a timeout in the first period in Game 6 of
an NHL hockey Stanley Cup Western Conference semifinal
playoff series against the San Jose Sharks in Nashville, Tenn.

NBA PLAYOFFS

Miami ties
Toronto
series 2-2
The Associated Press
MIAMI — Dwyane Wade;
saved the Miami Heat in regu1a-1
non. then finished off overtime)b
with an emphatic dunk.
,s
Now this Eastern Conference',
semifinal series is even again.
Wade scored 30 points, Go::
ran Dragic had a huge three- •
point play with 22.4 seconds left
in overtime and the Heat beat
the Toronto Raptors 94-87 in
Game 4 on Monday night.
Dragic and Joe Johnson each
scored 15 for the Heat, who rallied from a nine-point deficit in •
the fourth quarter. Game 5 is in
Toronto on Wednesday night. :
Terrence Ross and Cory Joseph each scored 14 for Toronto,:
which shot 39 percent. Bismack:
Biyombo and DeMarre Carroll •
added 13 apiece, while starting:
guards DeMar DeRozan and:
Kyle Lowry combined for 19
k
,
points on 6-for-28 shooting.
Miami was down 77-68 mid-'
way through the fourth, and still
trailed 79-72 when Lowry got
the roil on a 15-footer with 5
minutes left.
That's when Wade went to:
work el

4
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10• Tuesday, May 10,2016
Monday- Miami 94, Toronto 67,01
Wednesday Miami at Toronto. 7 p.m.
7km.
a-Erthey. Tomei at MI
11A
x-SaiiMp: Mei at
11111111111CONIININCI
Sae Mambo 2. OWES= av I
April 30: Saa Aelsois 124,Oldelsema Qty 92
May 2: OidallISIS City 99. Snit An/9110 97
May 6: Sea hallitia 100, Oslahoins City 96
May 8: Suakaria at Oklahoma Pty. late
Today 010lumulPly at San Antoreo, 7 p.m.
Thursday Saallatonio at Ma Clty, 7:30 p.m
a-Sunday. Oltialwala City at San Antonio, TBA
Gals Male 2,Poland I
May 1. Gallia PIO 118, Portland 106
May 3: UMW lib 110, Portland 90
May 7. Paint 120,5118tion State 108
Monday: Olio NM Portland, late
x-voednesSap: MAIM at Wain State, 9:30 p.m.
Goklea Mill Paillival,8 IR 9:30 Dina-Monday Portend at Golden $tata 8 p.m.
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AREA SCHEDULE
Today's Wows
PREP BASEBALL
5 p.in.
Murray Hv at Mayfield
Callowny County at Paducah St Mary
PREP SOFTBALL
5:30 pia.
County
Hi
County al Hickson
algrais
u
t
ei
Par
X;Itori
ibrap7
Itr
ddill p.m
Region 1 Championships, at McCracken County
High School
Wednesday's Games
COLLEGE SOFTBALL
5:30 pin.
Ohio Valley Conference guanerfinal No. 5 Murray State as No 1 Jacksonville State, st Oxford,
Ala
PREP BOYS ANO GIRLS TENNIS
4:30 pin.
Region 1 Championships, at Paducah

SPORTS ON TV
Todare Games
MLA
'P-fl'.
FSMW — St LOUIS itt LA. Angels
MLB — N.Y. Mets at LA Dodgers or Toronto at
Son Francisco
NBA
6 p.m.
TNT — Playoffs, Eastern Conference, semifinals, Game 5, Atlanta at Cleveland (if necessary)
TInve TBA
TNT — Playoffs, Western Conference, semifinals, Game 5, Oklahoma City at San Antonio
NHL
Time %A
Network TBA - Stanley Cup playoffs, Eastern
Conference, second round, Game 6. Washington
at Pittsburgh (if necessary)
Time TBA
Network TBA - Stanley Cup playoffs, Eastern
Conference, second round. Game 6, Tampa Bay at
NY Islanders (if necessary)
SOCCER
1:40 p.m.
NBCSN — Premier League, Manchester United
at West Han, United

PRO BASEBALL
FALB
AMENC,A14 LEAGUE
East Division

GB
Pet
.600
12
18
1
13 .567
17
2
1
14
.517 2/
15
2
1
17
.485 3/
16
6
17 .393
11
Central DMeion
GB
Pct
L
W
.688
10
22
Chicago
5
15
13 .536
Cleveland
6
15 .500
15
Kansas City
7
16
.467
14
Detroit
23
.258 1314
8
Minnesota
West Division
GB
Pet
W
L
—
.581
18
13
Seattle
Si
14 .563
18
Texas
2
1
18
.438 4/
14
Oakland
5
.419
13
18
Los Angeles
20 .375 614
12
Houston
Saturday's Results
N Y. Yankees 8, Boston 2
Daidand 8, Baltimore 4
LA. Dodgers 6, Toronto 2
Texas 10, Detroit 5
Kansas City 7, Cleveland 0
Baltimore 5, Oakland 2
Chicago White Sox 7, Minnesota 2
Seattle 3. Houston 2, 10 innings
Tampa Bay 4, L.A. Angels 2
Sonday's Results
LA. Dodgers 4, Toronto 2
Cleveland 5, Kansas City 4
Texas 8, Detroit 3
Baltimore 11, Oakland 3
Chicago White Sox 3, Minnesota 1
Houston 5, Seattle 1
Tampa Bay 3, LA Angels 1
Boston at N.Y Yankees, late
Monday's results
N.Y. Yankees 6, Kansas Crty 3
Washington 5, Detroit 4
Boston 14, Oakland 7
Chicago White Sox at Texas, late
Baltimore at Minnesota. Pd.
Houston 7, Cleveland 1
Tampa Bay at Seattle, late
Toronto at San Francisco,late
Today's Grime
Detroit at Washington, 605 p.m.
Kansas City at N.Y. Yankees,605 p.m.
Oakland at Boston. 6:10 p.m.
Chicago Mine Sox at TOW 705
Baltimore at Minnesota, 7:10 p.m.
Cleveland at Houston,7:10 p.m.
Baltimore
Boston
Tampa Bay
Toronto
New York

•Classic...
From Page 9
around and Madison McClure
finally stayed up on her bat and
it paid off with a home run."
For all Blanc had done on
the mound,her offensive efforts
didn't go unnoticed. Along with
Moss, she recorded two hits on
the evening; including a screaming double to left field in the fifth
that fueled a three-run frame to
put the game on ice.
Errors buried Calloway
County all game long, but none
more than a three-base error that
helped Moss plate two for a 4-1
command.
Moss came in on a bad
bounce past Anna-Beth Carter at
third base for the fifth Lady Tiger run in five outs fora 5-1 lead
and while Kayli Kelso found

Slate

St Louis at LA. Angela,9:05 p.m
Tampa Bay at Seattle,910 p.m.
Toronto at San Francisco,9:15 p.m
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Bikini=
fa
Pct
W
t
11
.633
19
—
New YOrk
2
1
/
.813
12
19
Washington
2
.583
14
18
Philadelphia
3
14
.533
16
Miami
12
233
23
7
Atlanta
Central Wilke
011
Pct
I.
W
—
24
6 .800
Chicago
TA
.548
17
14
Pittsburgh
.500
9
16
16
St LOUP
2
/
.419 111
18
13
Mierauluve
12
.406
19
13
Clncinnab
West Darision
GB
Pct
W
L
—
.516
16
15
Los Angeles
—
17
18 .515
San Francisco
1
484
15
16
Colorado
2
455
15
18
Arizona
2
1
406 3/
13
19
San Diego
Saturday's Results
LA. Dodgers 6, Toronto 2
St Louis 6, Pittsburgh 4
Chicago Cube 8, Washington 5
San From:ism 2, Colorado 1,13 innings
Arizona 4, Atlanta 2
Milwaukee 13, Cincinnati 7, 10 innings
Philadelphia 4, Miami 3
N.Y Mets 6, San Diego 3
Sunday's Results
LA Dodgers 4, Toronto 2
Milwaukee 5, Cincinnati 4
Philadelphia 6, Miami 5
Arizona 5, Atlanta 3, 11 innings
Pittsburgh 10, St Louis 5
Chicago Cubs 4, Washington 3, 13 innings
Colorado 2, San Francisco 0
N.Y. Mets 4, San Diego 3
Monday's mutts
Washington 5, Detroit 4
Cincinnati 3, Pittsburgh 2
Miami 4, Milwaukee 1
San Diego at Chicago Cubit ppd.
Arizona at Colorado, 840 p.m.
N.Y. Mats at LA Dodgers, 10:10 p.m.
Toronto at San Francisco, late
Today's Games
Detroit at Washington,6:05 p.m.
Milwaukee at Miami,6:10 p.m.
Philadelphia at Atlanta, 8:10 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati, 6:10 p.m.
San Diego at Chicago Cube, 7:05 p.m.
Anions at Colorado, 7:40 p.m.
St Louis at LA Angels, 9:05 p.m.
N.Y. Mets at LA. Dodgers,9:10 p.m.
Toronto at San Francisco,9:15 p.m.

NBA MVP AWARD

AUTO RACING
NASCAR
Sprint Cup-Golkierting 400 Results
Saturday's Results
At Kansas Speedway
Kansas City, Kan.
Lap length: 1.5 miles
(Starting position in parentheses)
1 (6) Kyle Busch, Toyota, 267
2.(26) Kevin Harnck, Chevrolet 267
3.(4) Kurt Busch, Chevrolet, 267.
4.(2) Matt Kenseth, Toyota, 267.
5.(7)Ryan Blaney , Ford, 267.
6.(17) Austin Dillon, Chevrolet 267.
7.(8) Ryan Newman, Chevrolet, 267_
8.(29) AJNImendinger, Chevrolet 267.
9.(13)Chase Elliott , Chevrolet, 267.
10.(5) Brad Keselowski, Fort, 267.
11.(12) Carl Edwards,Toyota, 267.
12.(16) Tony Stewart, Chevrolet 267.
13.(9) Ricky Stenhouse Jr, Ford, 267
14.(1) Martin Trues Jr, Toyota, 267
15.(22) Dale Earnhardt Jr, Chevrolet, 267
16,(27) Kasey Kahne, Chevrolet, 267.
17. (15) Jimmie Johnson, Chevrolet 267
18.(19) Anc Almiroia, Ford, 265
19.(33) Clint Bowyer, Chevrolet 265.
20.(23) Danica Patrick, Chevrolet, 265
21.(31) Casey Mears, Chevrolet, 265.
22.(28) Brian Scott, Ford, 265
23.(32) Regan Smith, Chevrolet 265.
24.(25) Cons Buescher ,Ford, 265.
25.(10)Trevor Bayne,Ford,264.
26.(21) Jamie McMurray, Chevrolet, 264.
27.(20) Greg Belle, Ford, 264.
28. (30) Michael McDowell, Chevrolet, 264.
29.(34) David Ragan, Toyota, 264.
30.(24) Matt DiElenedetto, Toyota, 264.
31.(35) Landon Cassill, Ford, 264.
32.(39) Michael Annett Chevrolet, 260.
33.(40) Reed Sorenson, Chevrolet 257.
34.(38) Joey Gase(i), Ford, 257.
35.(18) Kyle Larson, Chevrolet, Accident, 252.
36.(36) Josh %Ise. Chevrolet, Suspension, 245.
37. (3) Denny Hamlin, Toyota, Accident, 240.
38. (14) Joey Logano, Ford, Accident, 240.
39.(37) Cole Whitt, Chevrolet, 212.
40.(11) Paul Menard, Chevrolet Engine, 129.
Average Speed of Race Winner. 141.909 mph.
lime of Race:02 Hrs,49 Mins, 20 Secs. Margin
of Victory 1.112 Seconds.
Caution Rags:6 for 30 laps.
Lead Changes: 16 among 10 drivers
Lap Leaders: M. Truax Jr 1-24; D. Ragan 25;
Kyle Busch 26-57; M. DiBenedetto 58; N. Truax
Jr 59-104; R. Smith 105; M. Truex Jr 106-158;
J. Logano 159; D. Patrick 160-161; M. Truex Jr
162-172; M. Masotti 173; M. Trues Jr 174-211;
It Kenseth 212-213; J. Logano 214-215; B. Keselowski 216-218; T. Stewart 219-230; Kyle Busch
231..267.
Leaders Sumrnary (Driver, Times Lead, Laps
Lady M. Truex Jr 5 times for 172 laps; Kyle Busch 2 times for 69 laps; T. Stewart 1 time for 12
laps; B. Keselowski 1 time for 3 laps, M. Kenseth
2 times for 3 laps; J. Logano 2 times for 3 laps; D.
Patrick 1 time for 2 laps; M. DiBenedetto 1 time
for 1 lap; D. Ragan 1 time tor 1 lap; R. Smith 1
time for 1 lap.
Top 16 in Points: K. Harvick, 390; Kyle Busch, 386; C. Edwards, 367; J. Johnson, 353; Kurt
Busch, 350; B. Keselowski, 332; J. Logan°, 320;
A. Dillon, 307; D. Earnhardt Jr, 305; M. Trues Jr.,
303. C. Elliott, 303; J. McMurray, 276; D. Hamlin,
273; M. Kenseth, 269; A. Allmendinger, 265; R.
Blaney, 255.

PRO HOCKEY
STAMP( CUP PLAYOFFS
SECOND ROUND
(Bast-M-7; x-If necessary)
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Tampa Bay 4, N.Y. islanders 1
April 27 N.Y. islanders 5, Tampa Bay 3
April 30: Tampa Bay 4, NY Islanders 1
May 3: Tampa Bay 5, NY Islanders 4, OT
May Tampa Bay 2, NY Islanders 1, nr
May 8: Tampa Bay 4, NY Islanders 0
Ptttsburgh 3, Washington 2
April 28: Washington 4, Pittsburgh 3.01'
April 30: Pittsburgh 2, Washington 1
May Pittsburgh 3, Washington 2
May 4: Ptttsburgh 3, Washington 2, OT
May 7: Washington 3. Pittsburgh 1
Today Washington at Pittsburgh, 7 p.m
a-Thursday- Pittsburgh at Washington. TBA
WESTERN CONFERENCE
St Louis 3, Dallas 3
April 29: Dallas 2, St Louis 1
May 1: St. Louis 4, Dallas 3, OT
May St Louis 6, Dallas 1
May 5: Dallas 3, St Louis 2,01
May 7: St Louis 4, Dallas 1
Monday: Dallas 3, St Louis 2
a-Wednesday: St 1..1X11.4 at Dallas, TBA
Sin Jose 3, liasinrtile 3
April 29: San Jose 5, Nashville 2
May 1: San Jose 3, Nastwille 2
May 3: Nashville 4, San Jose 1
May Nashville 4, San Jose 3, 30T
May 7: San Jose 5, Nashville 1
Monday: Nashville 4, San Jose 3
x-Thursday Nashville at San Jose, TBA

SPORTS HISTORY
MAY 10
1973 — The New York Knicks win the NBA title
in free games with a 102-93 victory over the Los
Angeles takers.
1997 — Ato Bolcion speeds to a mark of 9.89
seconds in the 100 meters at the Modesto Relays,
becoming the sixth man in history to go faster
than 9.90 seconds.
2001 — The OR folds after one season. The
football league, founded by the World Wrestling
Federation and Jointly owned by NBC, was a TV
ratings disappointment.
2002 — Boston and Detroit plays the lowest-scoring game in the NBA playoffs since the
shot clock was introduced in the 1954-55 season. The Celtics edge the Pistons 66-64; the
130-point total is tar below the previous low of
142 registered three times.
1987 - Eddie Murray (Baltimore Orioles) becarne the first player to switch hit homeruns in
two consecutive games.
1989 - Rick Cerone (New York Mets) committed
his first error in 159 games as catcher.
1989 - Kevin Eisler (New York Mets) committed
his first error in 88 games as shortsto01993 - The Phoenix Suns beat the Los Angeles
takers 112-104 in overtime to become the first
NBA team to lose two playoff games at home and
Men come back to win three straight.
1995 - The Cleveland Indians tied a record
when they recorded 8 runs before making an out.
They beat the Minnesota Twins 10-0.

PRO BASKETBALL
NBA PLAYOFFS
CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS
(Beet-of-7; x-If necessary)
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Cleveland 4, Atlanta 0
May 2 Cleveland 104, Atlanta 93
May 4 Cleveland 123, Atlanta 98
May 6 Cleveland 121, Atlanta 108
Maya Cleveland 100, Atlanta 99
Miami 2, Toronto 2
May 3. Miami 102,Toronto 96,01'
May 5: Toronto 96, Miami 92.01
May 7: Toronto 95, Miami 91

herself on base with a chance to
cut into the deficit in the sixth
inning,Sarah Fitzer vacuumed a
centerfield pop up to strand Calloway County's last base runner
of the night.
McClure's second home run
of the season in the sixth left no
doubt that Murray High wasn't
allowing a season sweep on
their home territory.
For Lady Laker head skipper
Troy Webb, there was almost
victory in defeat, but in a game
that was up for grabs for five
innings, there was no excuse to
be found for the errors that paralyzed them.
"Against a team like that,
you can't make errors. The good
thing is that we know we can
play with them and we're starting to come around and hit; in
hindsight we should have been
up 3-0 stranding runners," Webb

said.
"We just have to correct
some things before two weeks
from today but today they took
advantage of our mistakes and
got the win. There's encouragement from the loss but we can't
keep putting ourselves in tough
spots. When the season started, most coaches in the region
wouldn't have given us a chance
against Marshall County or
Murray High,but we believe."
The two clubs will battle one
last time on May 23rd at Murray
High in the District 4 Tournament for a chance to play Marshall County.
Meanwhile,rain could put as
damper on several area games
the remainder of the week. Murray High is scheduled to play at
St. Mary tonight at 7 p.m., while
Calloway is scheduled for Hickman County at 5 p.m. II

AP Photo
Golden State Warriors guard Stephen Curry is adding a second straight MVP award to his
record-setting season. Curry led the league in scoring with 30.1 ppg for the 73-9 Warriors.

Going back-to-back:
Curry wins 2nd MVP
The Associated Press
OAKLAND, Calif. — Stephen Curry is adding a second
straight MVP award to his record-setting season.
A person with knowledge of
the award says Curry will be announced as the winner perhaps
as soon as Tuesday.
The person spoke on condition of anonymity because the
NBA has not revealed the winner.
With his unmatched longrange shooting and slick
ball-handling, Curry led the
Warriors to an NBA-record 73
wins in the regular season as
both he and his team somehow
improved after he won the MVP
and led Golden State to its first
championship in 40 years the
previous season.
The honor comes as no surprise as Curry has been the
front-runner since early in the
season to repeat. The only drama remaining is whether he will
become the first player ever to
win the award unanimously.
Curry led the league in scoring with 30.1 points per game
and shattered his own record for
3-pointers by making 402, becoming the first player in league
history to top 300 and 400 in a
season.

•NHL•••
From Page 9
advance when they jumped
to a 2-0 lead thanks to Tierney.

Dallas 3,St. Louis 2
ST.LOUIS — Rookie Mattias Janmark ignited a threegoal first period and Kari Lehtonen made 35 saves for the
Dallas Stars, who forced Game

•Roundup...
From Page 9
Scott lasted three innings
with a strikeout.

Murray High 8,
Mayfield 3
Tanner Foster reeled in his

he PH'.;01

1,1(00 fill

vic•firo-„ri,q

rtgovi.,/,

•,1.it

7 with a 3-2 victory over the St.
Louis Blues on Monday night.
Vernon Fiddler and Jason
Spezza also scored for Dallas,
which reclaimed home ice for
the deciding game on Wednesday night despite getting outshot 37-14 with the Blues dominating the last two periods.
Alexander Steen and Patrik
Berglund scored for St. Louis.
Blues goalie Brian Elliott,

who had played well throughout
the postseason, was replaced
with the Stars leading 3-0 on
just seven shots at 16:49 of the
first.
St. Louis will be seeking its
first trip to the Western Conference final since 2001 and Dallas, which finished first overall
in the West, previously made it
that far in 2008.
Game 7 is on Wednesday.•

fourth home run of the season
with two runs and the Murray
High Tigers (17-6) picked the
right time to end a three-game
losing streak, downing Mayfield 8-3 at Ty Holland Field on
Monday afternoon.
Will Shelton went 3-3 and
added two runs himself, while
Chase Nelson returned to the

mound with five strikeouts in
seven innings to get the win
in the circle. Lane Kennemore
went 3-4 for the Cardinals.
Mayfield saw three unsuccessful pitchers on the mound,
while the Cardinals never saw
the lead despite trading runs for
the first three innings.
Murray swept the series. II
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Tim eCutter

• Automatic braking system
• Exclusive Smart Speed
Control
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everybody wants to handle the
ball, make creative passes and
stuff like that," Curry said after
winning AP Male Athlete of the
Year earlier this season. "You
can work on that stuff.
Not everybody has the vertical, or the physical gifts to be
able to go out and do a windmill
dunk and stuff like that. I can't
even do it."
Curry has become one of
the world's most intriguing
and popular athletes, playing
golf and doing public service
announcements with President
Barack Obama.
He was the first Warriors
player to lead the league in
scoring since Rick Barry's 35:6
scoring clip in 1966-67,joining
Barry and Wilt Chamberlain as
the only players in franchise
history to average 30 or more
points in a season.
"He's incrediMe: He's different. He's soidiething that
we've never seen before," said
Allen Iverson, the 2001 MVP.
"We've never seen this. It's
crazy to me. Just me being the
biggest Michael Jordan fan, to
see somebody come around like
this, I have my idea of me being incredible, you know what I
mean.But this dude right here!?
It's different.It's a whole different monster."•

l,11.1,11ANtnin.c

PART-TIME
HELP NEEDED

By
jwrigh

But Curry is more than just a
scorer. He averaged 6.7 assists
and 5.4 rebounds per game,led
the NBA with 2.1 steals per
game, while shooting 50.4 percent from the field,45.4 percent
from 3-point range and 90.8
percent from the foul line.
More than the numbers,Curry put on a show almost every
night during Golden State's record-setting season that started
with 24 straight wins and ended
with the Warriors breaking the
single-season wins record of 72
set by Chicago in 1995-96.
With range that extended
to halfcourt — and sometimes
even beyond — and the ability
to create space for his own shots
with his ball-handling and opportunities for his teammates by
the way he stretched the floor,
Curry made the Waniors offense click.
His collection of skills has
been unmatched in NBA history and he has done it with a
baby-faced look and a 6-foot3, 190-pound frame that makes
him look more like the kid next
door than one of the league's
more imposing stars.
"The way that I play has a lot
of skill but is stuff that if you go
to the YMCA or rec leagues or
church leagues around the country, everybody wants to shoot,
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to 1)2-01133%, 2)
on promo purchase bad,.,,, CtrictudIng related promo fee) and Reed monthly payments
will be rounded to Use
2.111 OM,or 1)S 5516% oil initial promo purchase amount until promo is paid in lull, The lilted monthly
wits•nenpromodonsi
new highest whole dollar and may be !ugh's than the minimum payment that would be roguired I the purdvaae
Is 23.9,14; Minimum Mond*
o,wchaae. Regular account terr;s=o non-promotional purchases For new accounts:
see thew credit card agreement lot Owe applicable terms lisibOct to credit approval.
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See dealer or toroccen (torn re for Canadian rewinds)fa warranty details Product svailability. prkiru a spiral promonorn
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